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Trinity Students Engage in Spring Weekend Festivities
Three seniors enjoy the Sunday concert.
ROBERT LeiTZeLL
Socialism a Letdown in Practice
KENDALL CHURCH
NEWS WRITER
On Thursday, April 24, Pff
Brooks Colburn of the
Foundation for Economic
Education spoke to gathered
Trinity students and faculty in a
talk titled "Socialism vs.
Capitalism." Colburn asserted
that while socialist organization
has proved successful under cer-
tain circumstances, capitalism is
a more desirable system for eco-
nomic success.
Colburn has a Doctorate in
Philosophy from the University
of California at Los Angeles, and
has worked as a speechwriter for
CEO Jack Welsh of GE and as a
Negotiation Strategist for IBM.
The lecture was sponsored by the
American Society of Capitalists.
To compare the two econom-
ic systems, Dr. Colbum started
his lecture by defining them.
Socialism, according to Dr.
Colburn, is not the same as com-
munism. Instead, socialism can
be classified as a system in which
the government owns and/or con-
trols tools of economic produc-
tion. Those tools, he explained,
are used as socialist managers see
ROBtRT Lcrrzeu.
Dr. Brooks Colburn speaks to the Trinity community.
fit. On the other hand, capitalism
is an arrangement that allows for
private management of economic
production. The govemrnent has
a limited role arid" is expected to
provide protection and property
rights.
"Capitalism is freedom to
trade highly valuable services. To
deny people to freely exchange
their property or labor is morally
wrong," he contended. "Each
completed trade should make
each person better off according
to their values."
That value is only a subjec-
tive one and trade occurs only
because human perspective of
values differ. A person's happi-
ness achieved from the exchange
is symbolic of the profit gained,
said Colburn.
The objective theory of value
of labor is the time to create a
commodity service. "Without
labor theory, socialists can set
market prices based on labor
time. If market prices are not
present to set those market prices,
then both over and underproduc-
tion occurs," elucidated Colburn.
With capitalism, prices tell pro-
ducers what market to enter. This




Spring weekend here at
Trinity is generally characterized
by most students taking a break
from their end of the year class-
work and blowing off steam, and
this year was no exception. The
Trinity College Activities Council
(TCAC), Office of Student
Activities and Campus Centers
[OSACC], Greek organizations,
Chartwells and others worked
hard to put together a weekend
with a multitude of events.
Though there was some miscon-
duct, the overall response was
positive.
Friday night kicked off out-
side on the Cave patio by
Trinity's own DJ Dafence, fol-
lowed by the Canadian hip-hop
act Kardinal Offishal. He invited
several girls onstage for a belly-
dancing contest, whereupon
many students tried to rush the
stage.
The Rascalz, scheduled to be
the headlining act after Kardinal
Offishal had to cancel due to ill-
ness. Nevertheless, TCAC had a
Courtney Cote '04, the Music
Chair of TCAC, said that,
"although the event was definite-
ly a success and everyone had
fun...there was no professional
security, and many students tried
to go backstage. Part of the prob-
lem might have been that there
were far too many people in too
small a space."
The campus was quieter dur-
ing the day on Saturday due to the
poor weather and the previous
night's activities. Nevertheless,
the Fun Fair was held during
early Saturday afternoon.
The Fun Fair, a 14-year tradi-
tion at Trinity, involves activities
hosted by student-run organiza-
tions such as COLT and the Hillel
House. Flyers are sent out to sur-
rounding elementary schools to
invite students to attend. This
year's attendees were able to par-
ticipate in events such as making
Froot Loop necklaces, cookie
decorating, and painting flower-
pots.
Annie Troutman '04, the
Special Events Chair of TCAC,
organized this year's Fun Fair and
promotes it as "a good opportuni-
organizations to
The crowd embraces Third Eye Blind.
ROBCRT LCITZGLL
replacement ready.
Giza, one of the founding
members of the Wu-Tang Clan
and also a respected solo artist,
put on a well-attended show.
Many students showed up and
had positive things to say about
the performance, including one
sophomore who commented,
"there were tons of people there"
and "it was great to be outside."
interact with the community, and
even some faculty members bring
their kids." St. Anthony's Hall
was also scheduled to hold the
annual "Hallapalooza" during the
day, despite the rain.
As the rain stopped and some
students shook off hangovers,
many began to emerge for the
night's festivities. OSACC held a
see EVENTS on page 7
INSIDE
An editorial on page two dis-
cusses Richard Hersh's ability
to be Trinity's President.
Check out Features, pages
nine and ten, for a special
spread of senior stuff.
See Arts, page thirteen, for a
review of the InterArts stu-













Attempt by TCERT to Get Credit Defeated
DAN SCOLLAN
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
An effort by the Trinity
College Emergency Response
Team (TCERT) to create an on-
campus Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) class for stu-
dents that would also give them
credit was turned down by the
Curriculum Committee. The
committee felt that the course did
not fit with the school's liberal
arts mission.
Currently, for Connecticut
EMT certification, which is
required for service in the TCERT
program, students must take a
course at Hartford Hospital. They
also must pay a fee to the hospi-
tal.
The advantages of TCERT's
proposal include saving students
the time and hassle of arranging
travel to and from Hartford
Hospital and the hospital's course
fee, and making the course more
attractive to prospective students
who would otherwise shun the
course despite its lack of academ-
ic credit and the additional time
and financial burdens the course
requires.
TCERT Director David
Andres '04 stated that every year
10 to 15 students demonstrate
• interest in taking the EMT course,
but usually only from 2 to 5 stu-
dents end up taking it due to the
significant burdens associated
with it.
The proposal was brought
forth by TCERT with the help of
faculty and administration spon-
sors such as Professor Henry
DePhillips of the chemistry
department.
This semester, three students
are taking the EMT course at
Hartford Hospital. Its runs from
three to seven in the evening on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. The
course prepares students for the
Connecticut state exam for EMT
certification. The course gives
students both written and practi-
cal tests based on real world sce-
narios.
EMTs usually work in ambu-
lances to assess patients' vital
signs and provide care as patients
are sent to the hospital. Trinity's
TCERT EMTs can respond faster
than the ambulance service and
thus administer what care they
can in the meantime before ambu-
lances arrive.
Martha Burke, Director of the
Health Center and the administra-
tive advisor to TCERT, stated the
proposal was defeated because
see EMT on page 8
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*TO TEEJE
To the Board of Trustees of Trinity College:
Just over a year ago, Richard Hersh assumed the presidency of Trinity College. Measuring
by student reaction, F have reluctantly concluded that Hersh has been a failure as our president. I make
these observations as a student who has had almost weekly meetings with Hersh.
If a president is supposed to be an "ambassador" of the college to the wider world, I have not
been convinced that Hersh has assumed this responsibility. Trinity is not a perfect community, but pub-
licly airing problems or concerns is definitively not the appropriate solution. On at least three separate
occasions he has made dismissive or disparaging comments about the Trinity community - faculty and
students - in the Hartford Courant.
The most recent was an editorial piece published on April 20, 2003, which discussed diversity. Just
as prospective students, many of them minority students, are judging Trinity, Hersh wrote that "anony-
mous racial epithets are delivered as notes slipped quietly under residence halls" and that " white stu-
,,. den^)^TOi^^\j^^|^, ,s^8!ra,^gain8t black, male classmates," Hersh failed to clarify whether or
not he is taiking'about incidents that have occurred at Trinity, although the tenor of the piece suggests
that not only do they, but that these incidents are also they are a/so widespread. While Trinity has prob-
lems with racism and tolerance, there are certainly not a proliferation of such incidents, and none that
were brought to the attention of the student body.
Hersh often uses moralistic language to communicate his educational ideas. This language
has been directed towards parents, who in the November 10, 2002 issue of the Hartford Courant, he
accused of not fulfilling their duties, stating that "parenting has been left up to peer groups and televi-
sion and now the Internet." This statement implies that it is his job to correct a moral deficit in myself
and my fellow students. The December 18,2002 issue of the Courant describes Hersh's view on par-
ents: "[they] are either unwilling - or unable - to create a clear set of rules for their children." These
same parents are the ones who are paying $150,000 to send their child to this college.
Using the same moralistic language, he conceives of college as an opportunity to "civilize" 18-21
year olds. He forces a repressive morality on the student body at large. Hersh infantilizes students,
treating us as if we are not only immature but also incapable of understanding the consequences of our
actions. Students are young adults, and like any person we will make mistakes. Rather than allowing
us to make small mistakes and learn and grow from them, Hersh's view discourages students from tak-
ing real responsibility for their own actions, regressing to infancy instead.
I have often heard Hersh defensively state "you misunderstood the context" when confronted by
one of his own quotations. The first thing that comes to mind is that he should clearly articulate such
statements to avoid confusion. The second is his tendency to blame the listener, a tendency that, as a
student, I see with increasing frequency. When the words he has chosen don't accurately reflect his
intended meaning, the burden is on my shoulders because I "can't understand the context." He makes
the assumption that no student is capable of understanding him, or any other important issue on cam-
pus; these low expectations contribute to the problems of student apathy rather than fostering commu-
nity involvement and responsibility.
Multiple times in my presence he has belittled or insulted the faculty, as a whole or by nam-
ing specific individuals. At no institution is the faculty perfect, and ours is no exception, but I am
alarmed when I hear the president of our college dismiss such an excellent group of scholars and teach-
ers. He has commented on their teaching ability, questioned their interest in students and student life,
and criticized their personality or opinions. At the very least no such comment should ever be made,
intentionally or not, within the earshot of a student,
Finally, nothing in my interaction with Hersh has convinced me that he has taken the time to
understand Trinity. We deserve a president who enjoys being here and values the Trinity community.
Instead he often speaks in terms of a "national conversation," never discussing how we might make
those topics apply to the specifics of Trinity College. No institution is alike, and while there are a mul-
titude of new ideas that can benefit our college, Trinity cannot be made to fit a convenient model, nor
do we want it to. The Trinity faculty, student body, staff, curriculum and experience are unique; we are
not Hobart and William Smith, we do not aspire to be, and success there does not guarantee success
here.
If Trinity continues in this direction under the guidance of Richard Hersh, my degree will not
be worth the money or the time I spent here. I, for one, will not consider contributing to the college as
an alumna if Hersh remains our president, and I hope and believe I have the support of my many of fel-
low seniors in this decision.
It is my opinion that Richard Hersh is not fit to be the president of Trinity College at this time.
In uncertain economic times, Trinity cannot afford to flounder under a man with uncertain leadership
abilities, fostering a sense of discontent and animosity within both the student body and faculty. We
certainly cannot afford a man who makes negative statements about the Trinity community both in the
press and to prospective parents and students.
I sincerely urge the Board to consider a vote of no confidence in Richard Hersh. Trinity
needs a strong president to guide us into this century, and he is not the man to do so.
Green Energy Isn't Worth a Higher S.A.F.
To the Editor:
I would advise CONNPIRG
to think carefully before trying to
raise the SAF (Student Activities
Fee) to support the Renewable
Energy issue. Raising the SAF is
difficult and dangerous business
that should be carefully examined
before negligent rhetoric is even
discussed. Despite the impres-
sive 500 signatures on the CON-
NPIRG petition, such an increase
is preposterous since very few, if
any, students on this campus truly
understand how the SAF works;
and even fewer understand the
material impacts of SAF increas-
es.
A proposal to raise the SAF
would be a damaging policy pro-
posal for the College to pursue
and it would drastically effect
finances at Trinity College even
in the apparently small sum of
$10 per student. We already have
the highest SAF fees in our class
of colleges with a $170 per
semester charge per student.
Most other colleges work in the
ballpark of $140 per year. Any
increase in the SAF damages the
college's finances in proportion
to other colleges in our class.
Since we are in constant com-
petition for the best and brightest
students, even small variances in
finance allocations will deter
prospective students. Such
increases, even for legitimate ven-
tures, are often shunned by the
powers that be. For poorly thought
out, non-beneficial ventures like
this one, an SAF increase is impos-
sible. According to the Trinity
Student Handbook, the Student
Activities Fee is supposedly
"used to fund co-curricular pro-
gramming for students through
recognized Student
Organizations." It is not meant to
fund biased interest groups seek-
ing green energy.
Finally, and most importantly,
the Trinity College Board of
Trustees has a set cap on annual
tuition. A $10 increase in the
SAF will alter this cap and its ini-
tial allocations by deferring funds
from other, more worthwhile,
sources that can actually provide
tangible benefits to the campus.
Renewable energy cannot, in any
way, positively impact our cam-
pus despite the so-called environ-
mentally friendly; approach.
There are no recognizable cam-
pus-wide benefits derived from
green energy since it is not a club
with annual events and activities;
there are no legitimate economic
benefits of green energy; and
there are few proven environmen-
tal benefits of green energy since
ecosystems are invariably
destroyed by all forms of con-
struction.
It is true that green energy pol-
lutes less than traditional coal, oil,
and nuclear plants, but any simple
cost-benefit analysis reveals the
imperfections of green energy.
I am only the SGA President
for another week, so I cannot
impact this policy implementa-
tion process, but as a student with
in-depth knowledge of the SAF, I
must strongly oppose increasing
the SAF to support green energy
since such an increase in SAF is
irresponsible and imprudent at
such times. Please find other
ways to fund green energy.
Sincerely,
Gene Hsu '04
Lame Duck SGA President
Anti-Affirmative Action Not a Racist View
To the Editor:
Am I a racist?
At the end of last semester, I
wrote a letter to the editors of the
Tripod about balancing the con-
cerns of racial profiling and cam-
pus security. I was immediately
branded as a racist by a segment
of the campus community for tak-
ing the '"pro-security" stance. I
have seen this happening fre-
quently to people who have spo-
ken out against affirmative action
both on this campus and across
the nation, and to members of the
Trinity community who have spo-
ken out against policies on cam-
pus that are seen as being in the
interests of the minority commu-
nity. When a person is labeled as
a racist for dissenting, they are
being silenced, all too often
unfairly. People tried to silence
me unfairly.
I don't support affirmative
action solely based on race. Am I
a racist?
I believe that people should
be evaluated based on their mer-
its, rather than the color of their
skin. Am I a racist?
1 believe that the Equal
Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution guarantees all
people (including Caucasians)
equal protection under the law.
Am I a racist?
I believe that working
towards diversity based solely on
see PRO on page 4
AbigflljThomas
EditoPm-Chief, Trinity Tripod
We have a winner! Now, PT must admit that PT is a cynic and
does not have an excess of faith in humanity. However, even PT
was blown away on Sunday with the overwhelming stupidity of one
student. PT is sure most of you have heard about this amazing
feat, but for those of you not part of the loop, here's a summary:
Sunday - sunny and 70 degrees, a nice day for a drive in your con-
vertible... if you have one. But who said not having one was an
obstacle? One innovative Trinity student, saw in hand, was able to
transform his ordinary car into a convertible. And consequently
crash into a fence. Here's to you! And your insurance company.
Friday
PT's really just trying to keep the theme of
x i this week's PT. PT has no real opinion of the
concert on Friday night,
raining.
At least it wasn't
Saturday
The rain sent everything indoors. But PT is
sure Fun Fair was... fun? And choosing
between frats was too difficult, so PT had its
own toga party, that wasn't busted.
Sunday
PT is feeling a bit indifferent this week. The
x i rules were lame, and they didn't play the
' * song until the very end. But there was a
mud pit. MUD PIT.
PT was drunk early enough on Sunday that the
Monday | hangover was gone and PT was able to enjoy
the Second to last day of classes in 80 degrees.
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Suggestions to Promote Tolerance on Campus
CHRtS SlLVERMAN
CARTOONIST
In response to Jim Bisbee's
question last week as to how I
would solve the matter of hatred
on this campus, I have several
suggestions. Although the apathy
here does disturb me at times, I
agree with Jim in that I do not
believe that hatred should be
complacently accepted as an ele-
ment of college life.
I am not an administrator but
I do feel that there are measures
against hatred that the college
can take that would be far more
effective than community dis-
cussions or distribution require-
ments.
As I mentioned in my first
response, I do not believe that
the Trinity fight against bigotry
is a battle that can be won by rea-
son alone, as the bigots whom I
have encountered do not respond
to reason. How can you educate
people who steadfastly refuse to
be educated? Attempting this
would be a waste of college
resources and time.
If our goal is to remove, at
least visibly, the hatred from our
campus, I believe the most effec-
tive solution would be to demon-
strate through appropriate puni-
tive action that hate-related
actions and speech will not be
tolerated here.
I would have no problem
with a policy mandating auto-
matic suspension or expulsion of
students who perpetrate hate
crimes. Perhaps those about to
scrawl abuse on a poster or
scream slurs across campus at
two in the morning would think
twice if they knew that such
actions could well result in the
end of their Trinity education.
I am convinced that a policy
such as this one would be a first
step towards effectively counter-
ing hatred at Trinity. The prob-
lem, though, is that much of the
bigotry that occurs here is not
from traceable sources. Fighting
the kind of guerrilla hatred that
one often sees in the form of
defaced posters and scrawled
obscenities strikes me as similar
to the War on Terrorism, in that
it's not at all obvious whom to
prosecute.
The next question to ask is
what 1 have been asking myself
for four years now: How do
these people manage to get into
the college? Why do they come,
and what can be done about it?
The ideal solution to
Trinity's hate problem, of
course, would be to simply not
admit such bigots to the college
in the first place. While the mat-
ter of choosing who is to be
admitted to Trinity is indeed the
business of our Admissions pro-
lege's stance against bigotry, and
its willingness to defend this
stance, are less evident.
I see the word 'diverse' near-
ly everywhere on the Trinity web
site, but have yet to see any indi-
cation that those who attack peo-
ple on the basis of their race, eth-
nic origin, or sexual orientation
will risk punishment.
Thoroughly advertising such a
no-tolerance policy during the
[Fighting hatred] strikes me as similar to
the War on Terrorism, in that it's not at
all obvious whom to prosecute.
gram, I don't think the blame
rests entirely with Admissions,
as it's rarely obvious who is a
bigot and who is not. Short of a
prospective student appearing at
an interview in a white hood and
swastika-emblazoned armband, I
cannot see any immediate way to
detect hatred in those who apply
to Trinity.
Subsequently, my first solu-
tion would be to dissuade bigots
from even applying. This, I
believe, could be accomplished
through strong public relations
work. Although Trinity's admis-
sions materials have done an
excellent job of presenting the
college's dedication to a multi-
cultural environment, the col-
admissions process is crucial to
making the college's promotion
of its support for diversity appear
to be anything more than elo-
quent marketing.
Emphasizing that the college
not only promotes diversity but
is ready to take significant action
against hatred would hopefully
discourage hate-minded people
from applying to Trinity, for the
same reason that I would never
apply to Bob Jones University.
Why spend the time and effort
applying to a college whose
political and social views are
completely alien to your own?
The second countermeasure
to hatred that I would recom-
see HATRED on page J
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Community Learning Initiative: Opening the Gates to Diversity
To the Editor:
On Sunday, April 20,
President Hersh's name graced
the editorial page of the Hartford
Courant with an article on diver-
sity. He spoke generally about the
need for tolerance and acceptance
of multiculturalism on college
campuses around the country and
more specifically about the prob-
lems Trinity has encountered on
this dimension. Our College is, of
course, no stranger to discussions
about how we might address this
extremely important topic.
Over the past year, diversity
at Trinity has been the focus of
several campus-wide conversa-
tions and forums. In addition to
discussing the feelings of minori-
ty students about their experi-
ences at Trinity, the issue has
been connected to the controversy
over the Daily Jolt and racial pro-
filing on campus. Although
opportunities to discuss diversity
have appeared in informal gather-
ings and well-organized meet-
ings, conversations in the class-
room have been missing too
often.
To this end, Jamal Lacy '03,
Ben Wonzer '05 and Amanda
Goodrum '04 recently implored
first-year faculty to make sure
that conversations about diversity
and difference be integrated into
their seminars for the fall semes-
ter. Members of the First Year
Council are currently exploring
opportunities to foster such dis-
cussions throughout the year.
Meanwhile, we believe that
one very important program
already in place in Trinity's aca-
demic community stands as an
untapped resource for fostering
discussions about diversity on
campus and in the greater com-
munity. The Community
Learning Initiative (CLI), direct-
ed by Jim Trostle and Elinor
Jacobson, currently supports
numerous projects every semester
which integrate service learning
endeavors with course material
across a wide range of academic
departments. This ever-growing
program encourages students to
enter the community around
Trinity and make connections
between their out-of-classroom
experiences and what they are
learning in their classes. Given
the demographics of our neigh-
borhood and the organizations
with which students work (such
as schools and community non-
profits), undergraduates are meet-
ing people from all different
backgrounds and cultural per-
spectives. While CLI projects
have significant intellectual value
in this regard, they also can create
a greater sensitivity at Trinity.
CLI is a compelling program
in Trinity's curriculum because it
incorporates education about
race, racism, sexism and homo-
phobia. Students who do not par-
take in a CLI project, or commu-
nity service of any kind, deny
themselves the opportunity to
expand their understanding of
other races and sexualities. Those
who have not exposed themselves
to the cultural diversity the world
offers are left often with com-
pletely false or exaggerated
assumptions, stereotypes, and
inclinations of other races.
Indeed, the false belief in
assumptions, stereotypes and
inclinations operates against one
of the basic premises of a liberal
arts education, i.e., liberating
one's mind through thinking crit-
ically about any and all topics.
CLI at Trinity affords stu-
dents the opportunity to get
"hands on" experience with the
cultural diversity in Hartford, CT.
Naralys Estevez '06 commented
about her preparation for entering
the community: "It takes a lot of
patience and open-mindedness to
be productive in the community."
A Trinity siophomore explained
that "I think it would be dodging
a major issue to not discuss race
and class with a CLI class."
We began this semester in
our Development and Culture
class with an open and honest
discussion about our experiences
with race and difference in our
lives and here at Trinity. For
many of us, this was the first con-
versation of its kind that we had
experienced in college. Along
with the members of our class we
were charged with exploring
ways to make these kinds of con-
versations more pervasive on our
campus. We quickly realized that
in order to encourage students to
discuss these often uncomfortable
issues, they need a common expe-
rience from which to draw. We
immediately turned to CLI as a
vehicle for these discussions.
When students take advan-
tage of expanding their comfort
zones by participating in service
learning they are able to widen
their base of experiences with
topics such as racial, cultural, and
socioeconomic difference. Not
only do students learn about
other cultures, they learn about
themselves and their values. The
education a student receives from
CLI also serves as a foundation
for community collaboration,
development, and growth. We
must realize that the world out-
side' of Trinity College is much
more diverse and overridden with
questions. CLI is an intermediate
tool that connects the student to
the real world.
The goal for both professors
and students who take part in CLI
should be to use these experi-
ences as a starting point for dis-
cussions about these issues. As
we have suggested, the conversa-
tion must not stop there. Students
must continue the conversation
as it relates to Trinity's campus.
This is not a solution to the
many issues that Trinity must
come to grips with in terms of
multiculturalism on our campus.
However, we believe it is a
worthwhile endeavor and one
that can only promote more pro-







Petition Signed by Students and Faculty
Denounces Terrorism in the Middle East
Trinity College Friends of
Israel has circulated a. -petition'
expressing solidarity with the
people of Israel. 100 Students
and 21 Faculty and
Administrators have signed at
this point. The petition reads as
follows:
We, members of the Trinity
College community, without any
religious or ideological distinc-
tion, stand in solidarity with the
people of Israel.
We condemn all forms of ter-
ror worldwide, including the ter-
rorism against Israelis that
attempts to undermine Israel's
national sovereignty. We oppose
all manifestations of anti-
Semitism again rising in the
world today.
We share the desire for peace
and prosperity for all peoples of
the Middle East.
Students:
Micah Cogen '03, Edward
Jacobs '03, {Catherine Light '03,
Clara Morel '03, Leila Shulman
'03, Christopher Silverman '03,
Ellen Weeks '03, Robert Weiner
'03, Daniel Atwood '04, Robert
Cohn '04, Amanda Goodrum '04,
Ben Johnson '04, John Klaus '04,
Beatrix Lindinger '04, Cindy
Molina '04, Virginia Paynter '04,
Rachael Stone '04, Joseph
Stramondo '04, Peter Votto '04,
Rageim Walker '04, Marcie
Yoselevsky '04, Kristen Allegue
*05, Christopher Antrum '05,
Lauren Bland '05, Andrew
Breiner *05, Oded Carmi '05,
Jonathan Chesney '05, Erin
Conley '05, Ridgely .Dodge '05,
Diana Dreyfus '05, Hayley
Einhoni '05, Sara Oilman '05,
Aaron'Goldstein '05, KaiaHilson
'05, Caroline Johnston '05, Kevin
Keating '05, Erin Kinney '05,
Matthew Kozlowski '05, Sarah
Litman '05, Andres Molina '05,
Lauren Moyer '05, Tracy Nesbit
'05, Nicholas Nisbett '05, Adam
Pangilinan '05, Matthew
Schiffman '05, Craig Schneider
'05, Regardt Schonborn '05,
Deborah Schweitzer '05,
Nicholas Sheehan '05, Andrew
Silard '05, Dana Simmons '05,
James Sullivan '05, Gina
Bacchiocchi '06, Jocelyn Baker
'06, Jennifer Bayard '06, Jacob
Becker '06, Amelia Bergmann
'06, Sarah Bookwalter '06, Sarah
Carter '06, Emily Ciccolo '06,
Ryan Crawford '06, Claire
Farmer '06, Nicholas Fusco '06,
Kristen Geiger '06, Elizabeth
Guernsey '06, Robert Herz '06,
Julia Hoppock '06, Andrew
Horowitz '06, Adam Kelfer '06,
Amelia Keller '06, Margot Koch
'06, Mathias Korder '06, Jennifer
Lincoln '06, Shannon Lindgren
'06, Joana Mair '06, Derek Marin
'06, Liam McNeill '06,
Christopher Moore '06, Lindsey
Moore '06, Dudley Pierre '06,
Charkie Quarcoo '06, John
Razzano '06, Marlyse Rudnick
'06, Christine Ryan '06, Lisa San
Pascual '06, Margaret Schott '06,
William Servos '06, Alyssa
Shuman '06, Vladlen Sinyavsky
'06, Philip Sjogren '06, Emily
Sternfeld '06, Andrew Szilvasy
'06, Nicole Tsesmelis '06,
Samuel Wathen '06, Amy Weiner
'06, Sarah Whittemore '06,
Miriam Zichlih '06. It should
also be noted that three students





Andrew Gold, Adam Grossberg,
Michael Heaney, David Jones,
Jeffrey Kaimowitz, Lisa Kassow,
Samuel Kassow, Dori Katz,
Robert Kirschbaum; Mary
Oconnor, Jonathan Oler, Harvey
Picker, John Platoff, Levana
Polate, Martha Risser, Michael
Schub, Mark Silk, Ronald
Spencer, Cathleen Zucco-
Teveloff.
If you would like to sign this
petition and have not already
done so, please email Andrew
Horowitz.
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Trinity Students: Grow Up!!! Coed Mandate not
A Glance at Spring Weekend Through a Photographer's Lens EfffOFCGClr E f t © C t l V ©
ROB LEITZELL
PHOTO EDITOR
This being my first Spring
Weekend here at Trinity, I have
been lucky enough to hold a posi-
tion that gives me a unique view
on the events on the campus. 1
not only work as the Photography
Editor here at the Tripod, 1 also
function as, effectively, our only
photographer. That means that
this past Sunday, [ went to the
Life Sciences quad with mytrusty
Nikon and took 500 pictures of
Trinity students being drunk, and
Third Eye Blind trying to
remember how to play their
instruments.
Seeing the world through
those 500 pictures gives me a per-
spective that can otherwise be
very difficult to achieve. It also
helps that, in order to not lose that
very same camera, I made sure to
be sober on Sunday. I was so
affected by what I saw Sunday
that, even though I had an entire-
ly different editorial written for
this spot, I am today sitting down
to w&&gm$^W!^$%
pages, something that laziness
would generally prohibit me from
doing. To quote a professor
speaking on Spring Weekend this
gers in your ears when you hear a
friend yell a drunken insult at a
security guard. Maybe it is time
to stop pretending that the racism
on campus is something that
exists only in panel discussions.
It exists every day, in every part
of our campus.
And more than that, why is it
that we have hired other workers,
on wages I imagine are horribly
low, to do nothing but pick up the
mess that our parents apparently
never taught us to clean up our-
selves? How is it that students
here have progressed so far in life
without learning even the most
basic responsibility for our
actions? Why are children in this
community having to play in
areas that have broken beer bot-
tles and trash scattered around?
And why, why are these ques-
one ever open a fire main valve
on the second floor of Elton?
What could possibly provoke
someone to do that? And why is
the outrage around it so limited?
If someone came into my house,
and decided to flood the upper
floor of my house, I can assure
you that his or her ass would be
feeling a swift kick and the pave-
ment in quick succession.
So why is it that students at
Trinity get away with this? Why
are there people here who just
quite simply aren't contributing
to the community? Sitting on the
Academic Affairs Committee, I
see them come through, at least in
the form of paperwork. Why are
they still here?
In my opinion, at the point
when you are no longer perform-
ing in classes, when you are rou-
I saw privileged, drunken children...gen-
erally displaying a disrespect for the
ground they walk on.
tions not being asked anywhere
else?
Allow me to give my own
anecdote. After coming back
from taking pictures on Sunday, I
was talking to a friend in North
Campus when I heard a trash can
fall over. I walked out to find a
girl picking up the trash, com-
plaining that some guy had just
knocked it over and kept going. I
found the guy, who had just
knocked over the trash can in my
hall as well, and asked him, per-
haps not in quite so soft-spoken
This student's level of disre-
spect and snobbishness was so
great that, not only did he not
clean up the mess, he proceeded
How can students here have progressed
so far in life without learning even the
most basic responsibility for our actions?
morning; "I don't mean to ruin
your weekend. Well, actually, I
do."
I have grown tired of pretend-
ing to be blind to the things I see
through my lens and in my life
here. I am sick of pretending that
the things I hear don't matter, that
drunkenness is an excuse. But
most of all, I am tired of merely
taking pictures.
Today I am going to take my
chance to make this campus take
a very close look at itself. And I
am also tired of these pages in the
Tripod being anonymous.
Though I fear, to a great degree,
the response to these observa-
tions, I feel that I owe the com-
munity my face.
Trinity has some serious
problems. What did I see through
my lens on Sunday? I saw privi-
leged, drunken children playing
in the grass, throwing beer cans
like toys, generally displaying a
disrespect for the ground they
walk on that was still evident this
morning on the LSC quad.
What does it say about pur
college that our chance to let
loose is to behave like the chil-
dren we apparently are desperate
to prove ourselves not to be?
Why is it that this largely white,
privileged student body is fenced
in and guarded by African-
American security guards that
put up with horrible . abuse,
insults, and contempt by stu-
dents?
To anyone who takes such
comments as extreme, perhaps it
is time to stop putting your fin-
to ignore me all the way down the
hall, before walking into a
friend's room and closing the
door.
This, perhaps, is an experi-
ence many face here on campus,
and one that seems not so abnor-
mal. Sadly enough, I would
agree. What disturbed me so
greatly was that I again went to
the room he was sitting in. I
again told him to come clean up
the mess he had made, as beer
cans and liquid flowed and spread
down my hall.
The fact that he continued to
be an asshole isn't surprising.
That no one else in the room
would say anything should be. I
found myself alone, in a com-
munity where I would hope to
have found at least one friendly
voice.
tinely breaking the law by drink-
ing, and maintaining so little
respect for the law and the rules
of the campus that you find your-
self getting written up multiple
times, when you are breaking or
stealing furniture, when you are
causing the rest of the communi-
ty such a great deal of trouble,
you should be out. No ifs, ands,
or buts. No matter how rich the
parents may be, no matter who
they may know, it should be
over.
And why? Because I'm pay-
i be here. tqo. I'm patting
my energy into this institution,
and if they are actively destroying
the work I'm doing, if they are
doing their best, and succeeding,
to tear down this campus, then
they are working against me and
every other student. When the
college submits to them, then
the institution that wants to be
my home is just helping my
enemy.
My suggestion? Expel the
assholes and offer admission to
every single worker here at
Trinity, because they have already
proven themselves to have super-
human levels of patience and
responsibility, and are far more
interesting than some of the chil-
dren whose diapers they've been
tending to.
I recognize that by publishing
this in the last issue of the Tripod,
I leave little opportunity for
response by the usual detractors.
I would hope that, if they have a
problem, they send us letters, for
next year. Or, just search out the
kid with the camera, and I'll be
more than happy to speak with
them. (That is, of course, why I
give you all my picture.)
I may decide to transfer, and I
may not. But should this be my
last piece for this publication,
Maybe it is time to stop pretending that
the racism on campus is something that
exists only in panel discussions.
Did he clean it up? Of course
not. But most frightening of all
was that, twenty minutes later, I
was confronted, verbally and
physically, by a third party who
proceeded to swear and threaten
me for asking a student to clean
up the mess he'd made. "After
all, someone will clean it up
tomorrow morning."
This is not an isolated prob-
lem, and not a problem of Spring
Weekend alone. Why would any-
then I wish the Tripod all the best,
and I offer my sincerest best
wishes to those on this campus
that are trying to make a differ-
ence. I know that there are
enough of you here, and I hope
that by offering myself up to
whatever response may come, I
will allow all the more of you to
come forward and refuse to fol-
low the old maxim: See no evil,




Author's Note: I wish to
clearly state to the reader that I
am speaking of my own views
and my own opinions. They are
not, in any way whatsoever, to
be seen as representative of any
individuals or groups other
than myself.
The Coed Mandate at
Trinity College has been an
abysmal failure. The high-
minded goal of bringing coedu-
cational enlightenment to the
barbaric sexists in the Greek
system has become nothing
more than a hollow rule that
completely lacks in credibility.
If every organization was
required to admit members of
the opposite sex, making them
truly coeducational (along the
lines of Cleo or the Hall), then I
would be the first to say that
this program has worked,
although I would vehemently
argue against its necessity.
However, the Mandate has
been robbed of any credibility
by the school allowing umbrel-
la organizations that permit
chapters to maintain their indi-
vidual single sex identities
while being publicly linked
with a chapter of the opposite
sex.
Does this make a fraternity
coed? If the individual chapters
are allowed to maintain their
own identities, their own
finances, their own rush proce-
dures, their own rituals in a sit-
uation wherein someone from
the opposite sex is not allowed
to participate, I fail to see how
it is believable that they really
operate as one organization.
In fact, does anyone really
believe that these umbrella
organizations are truly single
institutions and not an umbrella
under which to hide from the
school's ire? What cooperation
is seen between Psi U and
Kappa, between Ivy and AD,
outside of the purely social
event that is Tropical?
On that note, why was Ivy
not shut down when AD was,
since, after all, they are the
same organization? Why were
they hot punished for their part-
ner's actions and instead
allowed to simply switch ships
to Crow, who suddenly found
themselves with a sorority that
has staying power to hook up
with?
As I read the 1974 amend-
ments to Title IX, fraternities
and sororities, along with the
YMCA, YWCA, and Boys and
Girls State events were explicit-
ly exempted from regulation
through this law.
This would imply that the
government feels a compelling
interest to see that these institu-
tions are not forced to become
coeducational.
I feel this is out of a realiza-
tion that these organizations are
not organic to the college and
are not ultimately under the
control of the college, and
therefore not to be subject to
the Title IX stipulations for
coeducation.
Additionally, the ruling by
the Supreme Court in 2000 in
Boy Scouts of America v. Dale
was a giant step taken in the
direction of clarifying the
heretofore vague "freedom of
assembly."
With this ruling, the highest
court in the land gave private
organizations protection to
choose their own members,
with their own guidelines. If
you don't like the rules, you
don't join.it. NOW can protest
the Augusta golf course all it
wants, but it cannot legally
make them change their rules
because it is a private organiza-
tion.
In light of these considera-
tions, I wonder why, and in fact
how, it is that this policy was
put into effect. It can only have
been implemented with public
relations in mind, to put a good,
progressive face on Trinity
College.
This might look like a great
system to prospective students,
but anyone who attends Trinity
is able to see that it is a farce.
Give up any pretense of the
Coed Mandate truly making
organizations coed. Quite
frankly, either enforce it or
repeal it, don't keep up the
farce that it exists and it works.
With the advent of the Inter-
Greek Council, Trinity has a
chance to step away from this
misguided policy and embrace
a new era of Greek life.
While it is possible for the
IGC to serve as a "super-
umbrella" for all Greek organi-
zations, this would be ho more
than a continuation of the
flawed system that is in place
now.
Let the IGC establish a new
system and do away with the
Coed Mandate once and for all.
'Pro-Security' Does Not Mean Anti-Black
continued from page 2
the color of one's skin will not
necessarily lead to the intellectual
diversity that is necessary to fos-
ter debate on campus. Am I a
racist?
I believe in the American
Dream, that America is a place
where any American can follow
his or her dreams to do or be
almost anything. All it takes is
motivation. Am I a racist?
I believe that the introduction
of a multicultural distribution
requirement will be an undue
imposition upon students, and an
intolerable limit on intellectual
freedom. It will also be more
divisive than helpful in creating a
caring community at Trinity. Am
I a racist?
I believe that given Trinity's
urban environment, we must
maintain a vigilant security
force. Am I a racist?
I believe that one of the cor-
nerstones of American life is the
right of all people to speak the
unspeakable and think the
unthinkable and challenge the
unchallengeable, bound only by
the constitution. I believe that we
must protect these rights at all
costs. Am I a racist?
1 believe that no American
has the right to silence another
person's free speech simply
because they personally find it to
be hateful, offensive, or threaten-
ing. This is a price we pay for
democracy. Am I a racist?
One of the easiest and most
insidious ways to try to silence
someone with a different view-
point is to cry "racist," or "anti-
Semite," or "bigot." To accuse
someone of being any one of
these things is a serious and horri-
ble accusation, one which
requires evidence rather than
emotion.
I'm not a racist.
Sincerely,
Andrew Horowitz '06
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The Hypocrisy of Attempting to Suppress Racism
True Diversity on Campus Would By Definition Encompass Differing Beliefs About Race and Culture
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
At first I wasn't going to let
myself get dragged into a
debate over something I really
just don't care that much about.
Then I was going to write a
scathing response to Jim Bisbee
of which the main content
somebody who wanted a com-
munity in which everyone
shared the same, or "tike,"
racial convictions (for example,
that being black is okay) would
not, in fact, be a champion of
diversity—but rather the oppo-
site.
So it is with Bisbee's diver-
sity requirement. His hope is to
Residing on a campus of opposite
racial views is simply another learning
opportunity for Trinity students.
would essentially be that he is a
moron.
But since such a response
probably wouldn't accomplish
anything, and in light of
President Hersh's recent letter
in the Courant, AND since this
will actually serve as a nice
wrap-up to many of the points I
have addressed this year, 1 have
decided to write once again
about the so-called "diversity"
requirement.
Since apparently my writing
is too circumvent for some peo-
ple, I will just get right to the
point. The arguments of diver-
sity proponents are flawed for
three reasons: they don't under-
stand what diversity is, why it
is good, and they don't seem to
allow that their racial convic-
tions aren't absolute.
Concerning the first point:
diversity, according to the dic-
tionary (sorry, Kate Adams), is
"the condition of being
diverse." This in turn means,
again thanks to my good friend
Die, that it is characterized by
"differing or unlike elements."
A quick example is the racial
spectrum of American society,
in which little black boys and
little white boys frolic together
in the grassy knoll.
What this means is that
someone who is attempting to
force uniformity of thought is
NOT striving for a more diverse
society. So, hypothetically,
quell the anti-black sentiment
on campus and create a Trinity
where everybody thinks alike on
the race issue. Needless to say,
this is a less-diverse Trinity.
Moving on. Bisbee & Co.
also don't seem to understand
why diversity is a good thing.
Some may assert that one bene-
fit of "diversity" is the myriad
different cultural and racial
experiences, which supposedly
enrich the quality of one's life.
I say "supposedly" because
such a supposition has never
really been established, and I'm
not sure if I agree with it.
However, there is a benefit
of diversity that a) I do agree
with and b) Bisbee seems to
have missed. The whole point
of diversity, of free speech—of
issue is to have someone with a
juxtaposed — or perhaps,
"unlike" — opinion challenge
you.
President Hersh nailed this
benefit of diversity in his con-
troversial letter in the Courant
last week. "The lesson for the
21st century is that we are on
stronger educational and moral
ground if we embrace diversity
- different ideas, perspectives,
people and places - because that
is the best way human beings
learn...Diversity is the crucible
in which learning takes place."
A little sensationally put, per-
haps, but the point remains
nonetheless.
If embracing different ideas
and perspectives is the best way
human beings learn, then resid-
ing on a campus of opposite
racial views is simply another
learning opportunity for Trinity
students. To claim to be a pro-
ponent of diversity and its dif-
ferent perspectives when we
then reject certain perspectives
seems hypocritical. It's like
those people who claim to be
accepting of other cultures but
get up in arms about the treat-
ment of Arab women.
In a Letter to the Editor last
week Angel Fernandez wrote
concerning Affirmative Action
that, "it would be irresponsible
to think that an academic com-
munity made up of individuals
Anti-racism...is ultimately only an
opinion, neither more right nor wrong
than racism.
everything people in the Tripod
keep babbling about—is to
challenge your beliefs. The
only way you will be a truly
thoughtful individual on social
issues is to do some serious
thinking about those issues.
And, as I've said earlier this
year about conservatism, the
only way you're going to do
some serious thinking about an
of mostly one race could impart
the same range of perspectives
as a racially diverse student
body."
The same is true for a com-
munity made up of individuals
of mostly one racial conviction.
So, if the diversity of perspec-
tive that results from AA is a
good thing, then too is the
diversity of perspective that
results from a community of
racists and anti-racists.
Some of these racist views
are apparently making minority
students feel uncomfortable,
and that is unfortunate. But
that is the price one pays for
freedom of speech and the dif-
ferent perspectives of diversi-
ty—you have to willingly give
a voice to people whose opin-
ions differ from yours, Keep in
mind that they do the same for
you—and in the end you are
both better for the struggle.
And not that I want to
become a champion for racism,
but racists probably feel
uncomfortable going to a
school where blacks and whites
mingle freely. If they com-
plained about it, we'd all prob-
ably tell them to get over it,
because "racists are evil."
Which brings me to my
itself has just as much right to
exist as any other belief, espe-
cially in the "land of the free."
Bisbee claims racism is the
result of ignorance. I suggest
that racism can be—and some-
times is—founded within a per-
fectly acceptable paradigm.
I know I have to use an
example here, and thus will be
seen as a racist, but here it goes:
if black people weren't inferior,
then the imperialistic white
colonists wouldn't have been
able to subjugate their continent
(which is Africa, James).
This typical racist argument
has been countered by anti-
racists, but by no means defini-
tively, because both the argu-
ment and counter-argument are
only THEORIES. They may
use facts to support the theo-
ries, but in the end they are
purely speculative.
Racists probably feel uncomfortable
going to a school where blacks and
whites mingle freely.
final point: Bisbee's presumed
infallibility on his racial con-
victions. I admit that what is to
follow is a complex thought,
and (this comment is truly not
intended as an insult) it has
become clear to me that Bisbee
and his compatriots are not
really capable of dealing with
the complexity of the issue—
they're just blind proponents of
diversity. But the fact of the
matter is that anti-racism—no
matter how prevalent or sup-
ported by our society—is ulti-
mately only an opinion, neither
more right nor wrong than
racism.
Bisbee clearly just doesn't
see this. He believes that
racism is a polarized evil to be
fought.. It isn't. It's only a
belief to be challenged, ulti-
mately free of any moral value.
It may be a belief that is the
cause of evil, but the belief
If you believe that the
school should challenge racists,
fine. But then the school has to
challenge anti-racists, too. To
do otherwise is to presume that
anti-racism is somehow "right."
But since it is ultimately only
an opinion, it can never be
"right." To have people support
an anti-racist view after hearing
only one side of the argument is
to support blind "Anti-Racist
Propaganda," as Tim Freeman
might call it
You're basically guilty of
the same thing as the people
you criticize. During the aboli-
tionist movement, racists
burned the offices of anti-slav-
ery newspapers in order to shut
them up. Hell, they SHOT Dr.
King for preaching in an anti-
racist world, Racists tried to
silence anti-racists. Now you
want to do the same thing to
racists.
Eliminating Hatred
continued from page 3
mend is a background check on
all students who appear likely to
be accepted. It is not uncommon
for companies to investigate
prospective employees in order
to find instances of past criminal
activity, or anything else that
might cause the company prob-
lems in the future.
I believe that Trinity would
have a better chance of filtering
[The adminis-
tration] will have
to make this a
battle of action
and not speech.
out bigots were it to request all
high schools to submit, with an
applicant's transcript, all reports
of disciplinary action, on the
understanding that failure to
include these would remove the
applicant from consideration.
High schools would also be
warned that, were the student to
be involved in acts of hate or
vandalism while enrolled at
Trinity, the college would be less
likely to admit students from that
particular high school in the
future. .
This kind of careful selection
would not only contribute to the
college's efforts against hatred,
but also would perhaps fight
Trinity's vandalism problems as
well. Even with the presently
dismal economy, Trinity's pres-
tige is such that it should no
longer be forced to accept those
who will make the college an
uglier place to be.
I am well aware that fighting
hatred, whether in the electronic
world or the physical one, is
never an easy task. I strongly
believe, though, that this fight is
one of the most worthwhile caus-
es the college will ever take on.
This . is an academic environ-
ment, crafted for collaboration
and the exchange of ideas;
allowing certain members of our
community to be menaced by
what amounts to domestic terror-
ism is not acceptable.
Unlike America's larger War
on Terrorism, though, I believe
that the college's campaign
against hatred can be won, pro-
vided that our administration is
willing to accept the fact that it
will have to make this a battle of
action and not purely speech.
If Trinity College is as seri-
ous about defending diversity as
it claims to be, it must indeed
provide a vigorous defense of,
and not merely support for,
diversity and tolerance on its
campus.
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Socialist Systems Constrain Economic Advancement
Government Monopolies on Economic Power Prevent Citizens from Achieving Their Financial Potential
continued from page 1
helps the market move toward
equilibrium. For socialists, it is
difficult to determine what to pro-
duce. It is a matter of luck to meet
the needs of customers.
According to Colburn, this in turn
creates a remarkably inefficient
economy.
There are very few
material needs are addressed, and
socialism creates a deeper rela-
tionship among merchants
because of that dependence,
asserted Colburn.
Secondly, there is a degree of
economic rationalism in capital-
ism. Economic rationalism is the
idea that things should be planned
out beforehand. "Although our
"Socialists seem to be in denial of the
failure of their system."
- Brooks Colburn
economies today that are social-
ist. Most countries that contain a
degree of socialism have mixed
economies. For example, China
has realized the necessity of pri-
vate markets and enterprises.
Two-thirds of China's gross
domestic product (GDP) is pro-
duced by non-government sec-
tors.
"Socialists seem to be in
denial of the failure of their sys-
tem," says Colburn. "Socialism
fails on its own terms, as it has
never managed to be as effective
as capitalism. As a result, there is
an overabundance of poverty."
What makes socialism so
attractive to some countries?
According to Dr. Colburn, social-
ism appeals to basic human
desires. First of all, socialism is a
form of brotherhood, as it creates
a dependence on each other.
Capitalism, by contrast, is
lives and businesses are rationally
planned, it does not mean that
economic rationalism is benefi-
cial," says Colburn.
"There is no sufficient knowl-
edge to figure what should and
should not be produced."
Capitalism is unplanned and
therefore can seem chaotic.
Socialists view capitalism as an
economic traffic jam.
Finally, socialism appears to
Colburn, and for the poor, there
are opportunities to achieve suc-
cess. People are free within a cap-
italist society to pursue their own
interests without problems.
Colburn stated that by placing a
lid on economic success, social-
ism allows for a cap on wealth.
Capitalism is also criticized
for encouraging greed within a
society. "There are ways to con-
trol and direct greed for socially
useful production," according to
Colburn. Greed is a voluntary ele-
ment in trade; on the other hand,
socialism consists of govern-
ments confiscating material
items.
In addition, capitalism has
been scorned for promoting self-
ishness by the lack of intention to
benefit others. Colburn stated,
"There are much greater incen-
tives to channel selfishness to sat-
isfy the needs of others- other-
wise, merchants are out of busi-
ness. Capitalism gives the right to
dispose of property and labor as
they see fit."
tax rates, tariffs, restrictions on
banks and businesses, and regula-
tion of labor.
The top ten countries include
Hong Kong, Denmark, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.
Number eleven on the list is
Sweden, a socialist country. At
the bottom of the list are Cuba,
North Korea, Zimbabwe, and
Russia.
There are more modern sens-
es of socialism that consist of no
state ownership. Under such a
system, the wealth is redistributed
under a sort of capitalist arrange-
ment. Modern socialists need
ever-increasing state structures to
support such a system. For exam-
ple, within the U.S., there is
Social Security, education, and
Medicare.
Colburn concluded with an
outlook for capitalism. "As states
monopolize their economies, the
government receives more power.
Until people recognize their prop-
erty rights, more power goes to
the government and away from
the private sector."
"To deny people to freely exchange
their property or labor is morally wrong."
- Brooks Colburn
promote equality within a country
with the idea that "not everyone
suffers." With capitalism, there
are gross inequalities of wealth
and power.
However, capitalism tecog-
"The future of any socialist
society is limited," says Colbum.
The Heritage Foundation pro-
duces a yearly report on econom-





On Saturday April 19, at 1:30
AM, a junior male student was
mugged outside the Tap Cafe on
New Britain Avenue. According
to a Campus Safety Advisory
posted on the Trinity Exchange,
he was approached by four male
teenagers.
One of those who approached
the student allegedly showed the
student a gun and demanded his
wallet, which the student handed
over. The suspects did not fire
their weapon, nor were there any
injuries inflicted on the student.
l o
and it was reported to the
Hartford Police Department. The
incident is currently under inves-
tigation.
Trying to obtain more infor-
mation than this proves to be dif-
ficult in situations like these.
There is a great concern for stu-
dent confidentiality that interferes
with giving out all information.
When asked about informa-
tion policies, Dean of Students
Mary Thomas said, "Our policy is
to give information that we have,
but still maintain student confi-
dentiality. Campus Safety gener-
ally defers to [the Dean of
Students Office] so they do not
violate any student's confidential-
ity"





We Will Have 2 Locations Friday, May 16 & Monday, May 20
• Elton / Jones Quad
® Vernon Street - Outside The Bistro
Available for Purchase: lFPS Authorized Shipping Outlet
• Boxes,Tape,Poster Tubes Coming to The Elton/Jones Quad
• Domestic & International Shipping Services J^m\^pril 2 8 ~ Sat May
• Packaging Materials & Packaging Service
• Summer Storage
• Insurance
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Rain: Mather Campus Center
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VV Hartford, CT 061 19
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We Can Store or Ship:
Computers, Stereos, Skis, Bicycles, Furniture, etc..


















































Find rebates on your favorite cans - fast
S p we've got iivhat you really want,. wheels.
Graduating Seniors save tip to
0 i h [ U
The Trinitv Tripod has teamed up with CarsForGrads.com to help graduating seniors
find rebates on their favorite cars. Visit www.trinitytripod.com and click on our ad for
more information.
While visiting the newspaper online, be sure and sign up for the email edition,
it's the best way to stay l"form.gd,il^l
e,yonf graduation, and It'ŝ  free.
Events Run Smoothly
For Annual Weekend
continued from page 1
foam party at the Party Barn on
Vernon Street. One freshman that
attended said that, "it was fun, but
afterwards everyone was a bit
cold and wet." Another student
said that the party was "fun and
unique."
Psi Upsilon also held their
annual spring formal. Although
the weather was poor, it did not
dampen anyone's resolve to go
out. Kristen Geiger '06 said that,
"everyone seemed to be having a
blast." Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike)
hosted a toga party that attracted
many Trinity students draped in
siasm was high, with much danc-
ing and yelling and ladies cheer-
ing as Jenkins took off one of his
shirts. After the concert,
Chartwells organized a barbecue
on the Cave patio that was much
appreciated by many of the raven-
ous students eager for nourish-
ment after a long weekend.
On a sober note, Campus
Safety policed Trinity all week-
end, watching out for rule-break-
ers but also ensuring that all stu-
dents were safe. The Hartford
Police Department also assisted
Campus Safety in supervising the
concert on Sunday. Charlie
ROBERT Lerrzeu.
Trinity students mingle during the show on Sunday.
sheets, although others were a bit
more creative. However, Campus
Safety visited Pike at approxi-
mately J1:30 PM and disbanded
the group of partiers, leaving the
toga-wearers feeling a bit out of
place amongst the more formally
dressed Psi U. goers.
Sun and warm weather were a
welcome change on Sunday for
the concert on the Life Sciences
quad. Fenced in except for two
entrances, one between McCook
and Jackson and the other
between MCEC and LSC, stu-
dents were required to submit to
more thorough inspections of
their belongings and made to
adhere to the alcohol policy more
closely than in previous years. As
the day wore on, many Trinity
students enjoyed the music from
outside the fences, on the Summit
quad or the small hill in front of
Funston dormitory.
Under these new security
conditions, AM Radio opened up,
putting on a strong performance
even though the audience was
fairly small.
Matt Nathanson followed,
described by Chris Simpson '06
as "[putting] on a great show, and
the cello accompaniment really
added to his songs." By the time
Third Eye Blind, the main act,
took the stage, the crowd had
grown substantially and was
ready to hear some music. The
band played many of their well-
known songs, including "Semi-
Charmed Life," "Never Let You
Go," and "Graduate." They also
played several songs from their
upcoming album, "Out of the
Vein."
Lead singer Stephen Jenkins
interacted with the crowd, reas-
suring everyone that he was
drinking coffee and not some-
thing stronger, and also asking for
sunscreen for the bald security
man whose head "looked like a
tomato." Overall, student enthu-
Morris, the director of Campus
Safety, was pleased with the
that "everyone enjoyed them-
selves, and we didn't have the
number of vandalism incidents
that we have had in the past. The
overall student population
behaved well, and everyone had a
good time. It was quite loud, and
there was a lot of alcohol, but
overall it was a good weekend."
Courtney Cote was happy
with the events of the weekend.
"Of the three spring weekends I
have been here for, I think that the
students were more into the music
this year than they have been in
past years. We made a much larg-
er effort to mix genres and
reached many more students."
Members of the administra-
tion had a similarly positive
response. Dean of Students Mary
Thomas noted that she thought it
went very well, with students
"enjoyingthemselves... [and] not
hurting themselves or other stu-
dents," She also remarked that
she felt the new rules for the
weekend "worked quite well."
Associate Dean of Students
Christopher Card agreed in part,
stating that he thought the Sunday
concert was the "best managed in
a while" and that "TCAC and
OSACC" did a good job.
However, Card, who was review-
ing reports of infractions that
occurred during the annual week-
end festivities as of Monday
afternoon, commented that he
was concerned by the number of
"alcohol transports," incidents of
students who were transported to
the hospital because of the
amount of alcohol they imbibed,
that occurred.
Nevertheless, both student
body and administration appear
to feel that this year's spring
weekend was good compared to
past years: both fun and, as Dean
Thomas stated, '"fairly healthy."
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EMT Training Class at
Odds with Curriculum
continued from page 1
the committee felt that the
course's "content was not in the
philosophy of a liberal arts educa-
tion."
"TCERT is a volunteer stu-
dent-run emergency medical
service. [It] has the same author-
ity of any ambulance company
except the ability to transfer
patients to the hospital because
Paul Benalcazar '04 says the class
is "a good experience if you want
to get into the medical profession
and a good thing for your
resume."
TCERT crew chief Becky
Kowalski '04 says the course
empowers students: "You know
what to do and you can help peo-
ple and I think that's what draws
people to the course."
Congratulations
to those students who
will be inducted into the
Connecticut Alpha Chapter
Pi Gamma Mu
This year's initiation ceremony for the Connecticut Alpha
Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, The International Social Science
Honor Society will be held on Tuesday, April 29 at 4:30 PM in
Hamlin Hall. Following the initiation there will be a reception
in the Faculty Club. All are welcome to attend.
A TCERT member keeps watch at Spring Weekend.
they do not have a vehicle. They
do, though, each have a state
granted certification to administer
emergency medical care."
There are currently nine stu-
dents in TCERT. EMT student
Kowalski works sixteen
hours a week for TCERT. She
says "it's not a huge commit-
ment" because emergency calls
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HILLSIDE AVENUE, HARTFORD CT
(Only 2 minutes from the Summit Street Dormitories)
Mow Featuring a
Brick Owen & Grill
Original PhHIy Clieese Steaks
and a Wide Variety of
Sfii*~€»r§B9ec9 Sandwiches
...THE ONLY PLACE IN THE HARTFORD
AREA NEAR TRINITY COLLEGE WHERE
THE SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE OF AN OLD-
FASHIONED TAVERN IS PERFECTLY
BLENDED WITH THE BEST FROM THE
SIZZLING GRILLS OF PHILADELPHIA
TO THE GOURMET BRICK OVEN
L FLAVORS OF NEW YORK AND ITALY.
FREE DELIVERY
From 5 PM till the late hours
9 T.V. Screens .to Cover All Mainr Spurts Events
Regular Pizza Small (14") $7.25 Large (17") $10.00
*0ver 30 toppings to choose from to create your own pizza
Gourmet Pizzas Small $11.50 Urge $16.50
1 . C a m p a g n i a ~ red onion, sun dried tomatoes, hot peppers, ricotta, genoa, garlic, parsley
2 . Chicken PestO Artichoke — garnished with tomatoes or peppers
3 . Neopolitana-tomatoes, basil, garlic
4. M e l a n z a n a — eggplant, ricotta, tomatoes, mandril, garlic, pesto
5 . T u t l F o m m a g i - garlic, ricotta, mozz, flavored cheeses, herbs, garnished with tomatoes
6 . Wh i te S p i n a c h - ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
7 . Whi te BrOCCOli — rlcotU, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
O. G a r d e n i e r a — garlic oil, seasonal assorted vegetables and herbs
9 . Cajun Chicken — hot peppers, onion, roasted peppers, crushed tomatoes, Cajun herbs
1 0 . Ch icken P a r m - breaded chicken, blend of cheeses, garnished with tomatoes or peppen
1 1 . G i a m b o t t a — grilled chicken, sausage, manclnf, tomatoes, blend of cheeses, herbs
1 2 . B a r b e q u e Chicken - topped with a blend of cheeses and scalllons
1 3 . W h i t e Clam - topped with cheeses, parsley and sliced lemons for garnish
1 4 . CfamS Casino - bacon, chllies, tomatoes, scallions, roasted peppers, cheeses, herbs
1 5 , S h r i m p S c a m p i - artichoke hearts, tomatoes, fillets of red peppers and herbs
1 6 . H o u s e Scampi - shrimp, capers, scallions, tomatoes, a blend of herbs and cheeses
1 7 . ScaCCiatta — garlic oil, potatoes, spinach, sausage, blend of cheeses
*Please order by number.
Salads
Tossed Salad - $2,75
Caesar Salad -$4.25
House Garden Salad - $3.75
Greek Salad-$5.95
Mediterranean Salad - $4.50
Chef Salad - $5.95
Antipasto - $5.95
*Add either Grilled or Marinated
Chicken for an extra $2.25
Only 2 minutes from campus
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LOOKING BACK ON FOUR YGARS HCRC
As this, my fourth year at
Trinity College comes to a close,
they tell me that, if for no other
reason than that my parents will
soon stop paying tuition, it's time
for me to pack my belongings
and leave this place. No, don't
feel sorry for me, I'm sure
that some day I'll find
someplace out there almost
as beautiful as the fine city
of Hartford, and until then, I'll
always have my memories.
But now, as I prepare to
leave, I thought I might share
with you my impressions of four
years at our school. I call this
article a "senior retrospective." I
write it partly for those of you
who are just beginning your
careers here at school and wonder
what college life will bring.
Partly for those of you who, like
myself, are about to leave and
wonder where all the time went.
But most of all I write this for
the Features Editors of the
Tripod, who called me and said,
"Hey, write a senior retrospec-
tive."
So let's begin, shall we?
Freshman year is a year filled
with wonder. And by that I mean
that most freshmen spend their
time here at Trinity wondering
why they chose to come to school
in the middle of what some would
call a ghetto. As a freshman you
don't have a car, so you can't
really get to any of Hartford's
"hot spots" (and by "hot spots" I
mean, "the mall"). The only
reminder that you'll get that you
live in the city is the random
homeless man who shows up in
your room and asks for change.
Then, your not-so-worldly room-
mate will give the homeless man
your phone number so that he can
call you when he "has the money
to pay you back." When Campus
Safety hears about this,
freshman, you think that the
coolest frat is Pike because that's
the only frat that you can get into.
You love the fact that you can
drink in your room without hav-




He really is Mystical Bob around, you're much
more used to college life
Brian P. llanos
they will plan a whole
sting operation to take
place in the event that the man
ever calls you back. The plan
involves you setting up a meeting
with this homeless man so that
they can jump out of the bushes
and, um, well, I'm not sure, per-
haps write him up or something.
Okay, so maybe I'm the only
and city life. In my case this
meant developing the habit of
always locking the door to my
room. You're now allowed to
have a car at school, which means
that you throw out that stupid
Upass thing the second you get it.
This year, you think that Pike
is the least cool frat because it's
still the only frat that you can get
.../ write this for the Features Editors of
the Tripod, who called me and said, "Hey,
write a senior retrospective."
one who had all this happen to
him during his freshman year
(Yes, it really did). But not all
freshmen share all the exact same
experiences. Except for the one
where they go to a party, take a
look around and think to them-
selves, "Hey the upperclassmen
are taking all of my girls." They
all pretty much do that. Sure, it
might be a bit presumptuous to
call them "your girls" when most
of them don't know who you are,
but maybe they would know if
those stupid upperclassmen didn't
keep taking them. Or at least,
that's what you tell yourself. As a
into. You hate the fact that the
administration says that you're
not allowed to drink in class.
Members of the freshman class
don't like you because you take
all of their girls.
Junior year is the year that
most Trinity students go abroad.
Wherever they go, be it Rome,
Sydney, London, or New
Brunswick, they are reminded
that Hartford is maybe one of the
least fun cities in the world. By
the end of your time abroad,
you'll wish you could stay there,
but no, you have to come back.
see DEEP on page 12
Jumpsuit?
AT isn't sure if it was a hallucination, but a certain administra-
tor may have been in quite the get-up on Saturday night. Well,
AT supposes it is Spring Weekend for the big guys upstairs as
well. But, of all the places to celebrate, why Vernon?
What were you thinking?
AT can't even begin to understand this one. Yeah, the weather
was pretty nice on Sunday, but certain cars are not meant to be
convertibles. Like ones with metal roofs.
A little lax...
AT would like to comment on the lack of security at the big
concert on Sunday. How did you guys fail to notice the large
watermelon with a hole in the rind that was brought in?
Seriously.
Nighty-night...
AT knows that the new library is kinda nice, but it's no place for
a nap. Especially not on the Sunday of Spring Weekend! And
definitely not underneath the desks. The young lady involved
clearly does not understand the meaning of "Drunkfest."
The man with the camera...
AT wants everyone to know to stay away from the Tripod photo
editor. Half-peeping Tom, half-Incredible Hulk. (You wouldn't
like him when he's angry.)
So not worth it...
In the grand tradition of stupidity on Spring Weekend, a young
gentleman tried to rush backstage during Third Eye Blind's set.
The whole "security guard" thing did not compute in his drunk-
en haze. AT would like to commend him for his bravery, and
scold him for his stupidity.
In memoriam...
AT would like to pay its last respects to a certain automobile
that died this weekend. This one was not murdered by a saw,
but AT knew that it was on its last legs. We'll miss ya, buddy.
Registering
Earn college credits during your summer break at the University of
Connecticut- the top-ranked public university in New England.
Not a UConn Student? No problem! You can transfer UConn
credits to most colleges and universities. Just ask your home school
about its credit transfer policy.
Flexible Schedule
Design a flexible schedule that lets you balance summer classes with
a job, a vacation or just soaking up the sun. Choose from a wide
selection of morning, afternoon or evening courses in flexible three-
week and six-week sessions.
Three-Week Sessions
Intensive Session 1 - May 27 through June 13
Intensive Session 2 - July 7 through July 24
Six-Week Sessions
Session 1 - May 19 through June 27
Session 2 - J u n e 30 through August 8
Close to Home
Choose from hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in a
wide variety of subjects at all UConn campuses statewide - Avery
Point, Hartford, Stamford, Storrs, Torrington and Waterbury.
For More Information
Call 800-622-9908 for a free Summer Catalog or visit the Web at
continuingstudies.uconn.edu and click on Credit Programs.
University of
Connecticut
College of Continuing Studies Transforming Lives
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Thesis Writing Tips from Graduating Seniors
STEFANIE LOPEZBOY
FEATURES WRITER
A big, ugly, scary, green monster
attacks juniors signing up for senior
fall classes every year. This is not
envy or jealousy, it is the senior the-
sis. The question of whether or not
to write one hangs before the com-
puter screen as class number by
class number is typed in and classes
are added. Will that be one of the
classes?
For all the hullabaloo that sur-
rounds thesis writing, many seniors,
for sundry reasons, decide to write
them every year. Some majors, such
as Spanish, require senior majors to
do a thesis while others, such as
English, provide the option of either
a senior seminar or a thesis. If writ-
ing a thesis is a free choice, it is a
brave one. If it is forced, it may be
enriching and it can give one a sense
of major accomplishment.
Most importantly, as Studio Arts
major Chris Silverman says, "It's a
great opportunity to finally, after
four years of doing what you're told,
strike out on your own and study
something that you personally find
interesting. It is independence
mixed with the support of the col-
lege community." Despite the has-
sle, writing a thesis may be like
recreational reading, you do it
because you want to deepen your
knowledge of something you may
have hitherto never had the chance
to pursue because of class obliga-
tions and time constraints.
To this end, Steve Gross an
Asian Studies major says, "If you
ter in which you will sign up for a
thesis, or if you can't find a topic
you really love, I recommend
against writing a thesis because you
spend so much time researching and
writing that you' really have to love
the topic." Gross is writing about
the Three Gorges dam that is being
built in China and the social, eco-
nomic and environmental impacts it will
have. He will also be questioning the mer-
its behind the Chinese government's insis-
tence on its construction.
Of course, half the battle is coming up
with a topic that one can be so enraptured
with that one would want to spend from
one to two semesters researching and writ-
ing about it. Erin Linehan, a History major
who is writing about "the Native American
off-reservation boarding school move-
ment," says she was inspired during her
semester in Australia since "there is a sim-
actually made it into my final thesis exhibi-
tion, I really learned a lot about where I
wanted to go and the type of art that I want-
ed to do."
Similarly, Brian Howard a
Neuroscience major who is "inducing
Long-Term Potentiation (an experimental
paradigm thought to replicate the mecha-
nism of learning and memory) in the hip-
pocampus of rats while concomitanfly col-
lecting microdialysis samples (or the extra-
cellular fluid that is squirted out by the neu-
rons after [he stimulates] them electrically)
// writing a thesis is a free choice, it is a brave one.
If it is forced, it may be enriching and it can give one a
sense of major accomplishment.
ilar movement there that targeted
Aboriginal children and [she] originally
wanted to compare the two. Unfortunately
due to source troubles [she] had to drop the
Aboriginal perspective."
For others, the inspiration comes from
the need for change from the monotony of
studying the same thing. Kristin Powell
was tired of studying literature. As a
Spanish major, however, she had to write a
thesis since that had replaced the senior
seminar requirement in the department.
During her stay in Madrid, she was fasci-
nated by the caf6 culture. She then decid-
ed to do a comparative study of the cafd in
Paris and Madrid and in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries since she says, "I did-
n't want to focus my thesis on just litera-
ture stuff because I've done that and I find
it somewhat boring. So I'm doing more of
a cultural study."
Then of course there is the thesis that
evolves from previous study such as
for analysis" had been doing this type of
experimentation for a while and he says, "I
was familiar with the technique. My advi-
sor didn't give me many options though
either. So that's how my project came to
fruition."
Once the creative juices are flowing, it
is time to get to work. Writing a thesis is a
long process and as Howard puts it suc-
cinctly, "Start early. Write early." Leaving
things to the last minute is not going to help
anybody's cause.
If you are doing a two semester thesis,
Bill Jenkins, an Economics major, warns,
"It is really easy to postpone work in the
first semester. Even if you consider your-
self 'researching,' you are not getting
is experimenting with the three-dimension-
ality of art and the appearance of surfaces.
He says, "I did an independent study in
painting during the last semester of my jun-
ior year, and it was in this independent
study that I started experimenting with the
ideas of three-dimensionality that I used in
my final thesis project. Although none of
the works that I produced in this study
Looking at one's work objectively is fine,
but I cannot stress enough the value of out-
side opinions."
Changing directions is a distinct possi-
bility as Jenkins mentions and for this rea-
son Silverman continues, "Always, always
be open to new possibilities. Actively seek
inspiration."
For these reasons, it is important to
start early. For people doing a semester
long thesis, Ruchi Sisodia a Political
Science major writing on the Electoral
College says, "Start over winter break if
you can and pace yourself over the semes-
ter."
Powell further advises to, "Be organ-
ized. And be prepared to revise. A lot."
Writing a thesis is more than just gratu-
itous masochism. It is a learning experi-
ence. Depending upon your future career
and interests, different knowledge can be
gleaned from a thesis as well. For exam-
ple, Howard says, "If you want good expo-
sure to scientific method and research sci-
ence, there is no replacement [for writing a
thesis]."
History major Charlie Fox who is writ-
ing about pre-1700 industrial development
on New Park Avenue and its economic
impacts says, "I have been interested in
real estate and economic development for
several years and as a history major there
have not been too many opportunities to
study such a topic. However, with the
encouragement of my advisor Professor
Pennybacker and thesis advisor Professor
Walsh, I was able to work out a way to
Writing a thesis is more than just gratuitous
masochism. It is a learning experience.
your thesis written in the first semester. I
had 2 major direction changes in my thesis
and wished I had provided myself with
more of a cushion."
Along those lines, Silverman found
"that his thesis was more than just a means
to graduate with honors, but it was also a
time for creative exploration. He says,
"Critical self-examination is crucial.
ia»BBiPiiiWi8̂ %WWW;;«w!AHSgggi9P>ic devel-
opment from a historical perspective.
Persistence is key. Linehan says, "My
final draft was 92 pages and I hated the
process at times, but now that it is done I'm
glad I stuck through it because it is a huge
sense of accomplishment." When it is all
said and done, it is a great accomplishment
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT
Resume deadlines on Trinity Recruiting through May, 2003
Wednesday, April 30,2003
Trinity College — Resident Assistant (RA)-Rome Program
1 Deal — Analyst Program
The Andover Companies — Underwriter
MacKeigan — Summer Nanny
St Peter's Preparatory School — Secondary Teaching Positions for 2003-2004
Tufts University — Resident Counselor-Summer 2003
The Bennetts — Summer Baby-sitter
KirklandSearch — Entry Level QC Chemist
The Mark Twain House — Part-time Retail Sales Associate
Neighborhood Music School — Audubon Aits Summer Day Camp Counselor
Westover School — Director of Women in Science and Engineering
Harvard Business School — The Summer Venture in Management Program (SVMP)
Boston University — Office Manager/Executive Assistant
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company of New York — Claims Paralegal
Vermont Youth Conservation Corps — Conservation Crew Leaders-Summer Plus
Concert Services, Inc. — Crowd Management Staff-PT
Thursday, May 1,2003
Arden Theatre Co. — Arden Professional Apprentice (APA)
Connecticut Valley Girl Scout Council, Inc. — Membership/ProgTam Specialist
Teen Adventure — Trip Leader
Camp Catherine Capers — Riding Instructors - Stable Manager - Herd Manager
Westcoast Connection — Summer Travel Ouide/Counselor
United States Department of Justice — Office of Special Investigations (OSI) Internship-
2003-2004
Pfizer, Inc. — Health Representative
Henry A. Murray Research Center — Student Research Assistant
Children's Cooperative Daycare — Head Teacher / Coordinator
Lojeri Productions, Inc. — Marketing/Development and Production Internships
City of New York — NYC Police Officer
Connecticut Department of Public Health — Biologist-Summer 2003
Friday, May 2,2003
Hayes Management Consulting, Inc. — Health Care Consulting Associate
Community Solutions Inc. — Human Service Worker (FT); Case Manager (FT); Community
Service Coordinator (FT); Special Education Trainer (FT)
Bio-Science Environmental Services, Inc. — Environmental Assistant-Summer
Project Renewal — Intern .
Drumlin Farm Wildlife Sanctuary — Teacher/Naturalists at Summer Day Camp
Concordia Language Villages — Various Summer Camp Positions
Wisconsin Badger Camp — Various Summer Camp Positions
Shibley Summer Day Camp — Summer Day Camp Staff
Meg Braff Interiors, Inc. — Interior Design Intern
YMCA of the Rockies — Various Summer Camp/Park Positions
Massachusetts General Hospital — Senior Clinical Research Analyst; Research Assistant
Town of Windsor — Civil Engineer
United States Department of the Treasury — Summer Clerk (multiple vacancies)
Manhattan District Attorney — Paralegal (multiple positions)
Chocolate Marketing, Inc. — Business Internship
College Light Opera Company — Various positions in summer stock musio.iheatre-2003 «•»
Terrapin Presents — Music Festival Production Internship
Pathfinder International — Program Assistant/Sub-Saharan Africa
The Summer Institute for the Gifted — Counselor/Teaching Assistant-Summer
Yellowstone National Park — Various Summer Positions-2003
Hartford Investment Management Co. (HIMCO) — Marketing Associate
Wade & Horowitz, LLC — Paralegal/Clerical Support
Newington Public Schools — Various 2003-04 School Positions
Westminster School — Technical Theater Director
Monday, May 5,2003
Torrington Public Schools — Director of Student Services
Trinity College Buildings & Grounds —Purchasing Office Helper
EASTCONN — Education Internship-Summer 2003
The Interschool Program — Teaching-Diversity Search
Grand Virtual, Inc. — Fraud Control/Operations Analyst
Council of Governments of the Central Naugatuck Valley (COGCNV) — Planning Assistant
Friday, May 9,2003
The Harbor School —Various High School Positions
The Tyler Place on Lake Champlain — Various Positions at Family Resort-Summer 2003
The Learning Project Elementary School — Teaching Internship
Mather Corporation — Accounting/Office Administration
Saturday, May 10,2003
Teen Adventure — Summer Intern
W. W. Norton and Company — College Sales Representative, Rochester, NY territory
The State PIRGs — Fellowship Program; Campus Organizer
Sunday, May 11,2003
Mortgage Lenders Network USA, Inc — Collections Specialist
Monday, May 12,2003
Schooner Sound Learning — Senior Counselors (3 positions)-2003
Wednesday, May 14,2003
Trinity College Life Sciences — Teaching Assistant - NESC 302; Teaching Assistant - ENVS
149; Teaching Assistant - PSYC 101; Teaching Assistant - PSYC 261
Thursday, May 15,2003
El Centra de Estudios Lingfiisticos, Antropol6gicos, y Sociales MAYA — International
Coordinator
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station — Summer Research Assistants for West Nile
Virus Research
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center —Physician Office Assistant; Session Assistants -
Health Care Administration; Research Study Assistant; Research Opportunities
TransGlobal Human Resources (TGHR) — Conversational English Teacher in South Korea
Friday, May 16,2003
Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp — Various Summer Camp Staff Positions
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) — Assistant Research Analyst Interns
Camp Nashoba — Various Summer Camp Positions
Fitchburg State College/Upward Bound Program — Summer Residential Counselor/Tutor
The Putney School — Various Summer Program Positions
Ethel Walker Schpol— High School Math Teacher
Connecticut Parent Advocacy Center, Inc. (CPAC) — Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director/Program Manager
The State PIRGs — National Environmental Program Coordinator
Ing Financial Management Internship
Connecticut Office of Tourism — Connecticut Travel Counselors
Software Answers, Inc. — 2nd Level Product Support Specialist
Adecco — Legal Office Manager- Part-time; Collections Associate- FT and PT; Production
Technicians-FT, 2nd Shift; OffSet Press Operator-FT, 2nd Shift; Machine Operator
The Bushnell Park Carousel — Carousel Staff-Seasonal
Belkin Various Summer Internships
Ramapo Anchorage Camp - Summer Qrap Counselois-2003
Friday, May 16,2003 (continued)
Camp Hillard — Camp Counselors-Summer 2003
Demler, Armstrong & Rowland, LLP — Summer Law Associate
McLean Hospital — Clinical Research Assistant
Trinity College — Technician, Engineering Department
The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society — Event Planning Intern
Monday, May 19, 2003
Alford Lake Camp r— Summer Camp Counselor
Connecticut Valley Girl Scout Council, Inc. — Youth Program Leader
Friday, May 23,2003
Trinity College — Application Specialist, Strategic Computing Initiatives; Assistant
Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations
AIW Alton, Inc. — Mechanical Engineers (2 positions)
Asian Americans for Equality — Fair Housing Outreach & Case Coordinator
GE Commercial Insurance — Account Analyst
Sunday, May 25,2003
Student Conservation Association (SCA) — Fire Education Corps-Team Member
Rocco Forino Media — Account Manager; Website Managers
Monday, May 26,2003
The Pardes Institute for Jewish Studies — Pardes Educator Fellow
Tuesday, May 27,2003
Tom's of Maine — Grassroots Field Sales Representative
The Defender Association — Investigator Intern Program
Friday, May 30,2003
Waddell and Reed — Financial Advisor -
Brandon Residenlial Treatment Center, Inc.—Case Manager
Capitol Region Education Council (CREC) — Library/Media Specialist for the 2003-
•2004 School Year; School Social Worker for the 2003-2004 School Year; Music
Teacher for the 2003-2004 School Year; Special Education Teacher for the 2003-2004
School Year; Language Arts Consultant for the 2003-2004 School Year; Art Teacher
for the 2003-2004 School Year; Physical Education Teacher for the 2003-2004 School
Year; Social Studies Teacher for the 2003-2004 School Year; Language Arts Teacher
for the 2003-2004 School Year; Math Teacher for the 2003-2004 School Year; World
Language Teacher for the 2003-2004 School Year; Technology Specialist for the
2003-2004 School Year; Science Teacher for the 2003-2004 School Year
JoltCamps — Various Summer Camp Positions
The International Computer Driving License — Customer Service Representative
Plainville Community Schools — Music Substitute Teachers
Southern Teachers Agency — High School Librarian
University of Connecticut Health Center — Research Assistant
Mohegan Wolves—Various Intemships-Spring or Summer
The Fresh Air Fund — Various Summer Camp Positions
New Jersey Center for Visual Arts — Summer Internship
Little League Baseball, Inc. — Coaches, Counselors, Internships
Winding Trails Recreation Association — Various Summer Camp Positions
Summer Fenn — Various Summer Day Camp Positions
MassMutual Financial GTOup — Technical Writer/Editor Internship-Summer; Web
Kelly Services — Human Services Intern
Hartford's Camp Courant — Various Summer Camp Positions
The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. — Underwriting Trainee; Underwriting
Trainee Summer Internship
Fitchburg State College/Upward Bound Program — Summer High School Instructors
Lower Kuskokwim School District— Special Education Teachers (multiple positions)
Bates College — Director of Affirmative Action and Institutional Diversity
MEDBANK of Maryland, Inc. — AmeriCorps*VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) positions :
The Rectory School — Middle School English Teacher; Middle School Science
Teacher
Early, Ludwick, Sweeney & Strauss, L.L.C, — Paralegal
Customer Satisfaction Insights — Incognito Dining Critic Internship
Hulbert Outdoor Center—Outdoor Education Instructors; Summer Ropes Course
Staff; Summer Trip Leader Positions
Bear Stearns — Marketing Assistant
Capital One Strategy — Business Analyst
Albany Molecular Research, Inc. — Various Chemistry Positions
Lockheed Martin Corporation — Various Entry Level Engineering Positions
A.E. Schwartz & Associates — Sales & Marketing Intern; Business Technology
Intern; Graphic Design Intern; Publishing/Writing/Editorial Interns; Video Production/
Voice Over Interns
Camp Regis — Various Positions-Summer Teen Camp-2003
U.S.-China Education and Culture Exchange Center — TESL-China-Summer 2003
St. Benedict's Preparatory School — Teaching Positions for 2003-2004
New Canaan YMCA — Summer Camp Counselors
Mowglis School of the Open — Summer Camp Staff
Incarnation Center — Summer Camp Staff
Brant Publications, Inc. — Art/Graphic Design Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer);
Editorial Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Marketing Intern (Winter, Spring,
Summer); Accounting Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Circulation Intern (Winter,
Spring, Summer); Human Resources Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Office Services
Management Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Production Intern (Winter, Spring,
Summer); Publisher's Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Advertising Intern (Winter,
Spring, Summer); Fashion Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer); Photography Dept. Intern
(Winter, Spring, Summer); Promotion Intern (Winter, Spring, Summer)
Vermont Institute of Natural Science—• Animal Keeper
Fortunoff—Outdoor Furniture Sales Associates (FT or PT)
Adecco — Client Service Associate
Rossi Studios — Various Intemships-PT and FT
Weekly Dig — Publishing Intern-Summer • • .
The Stanwich School — Intern Program
R A Lawrence, Builder — Carpenter-apprentice
Sears — Various Full-Time and Part-Time
Cheshire Academy — Various Teaching Positions
Camp Laurel — Various Summer Camp Positions
Visions — Various Summer Jobs and Internships-2003
East Catholic High School — Teaching Positions 2003-2004 School Year
Massachusetts General Hospital — Research Technician and Clinical Study
Coordinator . .
The Outdoor Academy — Resident/Outdoor Leader
Global Consulting for Educators — Teacher of English as a Second Language in Asia
KForce — Animal Technologist; Automated Assay Specialist; Bioanalytical Chemist,
Molecular Biology Laboratory Technician; Data Entry/Reception or Chemical Sales/
Office Manager; Bioanalytical Chemist; Animal Facility Supervisors and Managers;
Analytical Chemist; Medicinal arid-Synthetic Organic Chemists
Texas Justice — Case Researcher
Saturday, May 31,2003
Marketing Resource Consultants, LLC — Editor and Writer Internships






Volunteer internationally in Brazil, China, Costa Rica,
Ghana, India, Peru, Russia, Tanzania or Thailand and see the
world from a whole new perspective.
Programs are available year-round, from 2-12 weeks. Longer programs
can be. arranged. Contact us today to participate in meaningful community
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THE LAST DAYS AT TRINITY
KEVIN ALEXANDER
PSI U BROTHER
You never really think it's
going to be over. You never actu-
ally think that you would be able
to see the time in your life when
the world actually seems serious
and up close and scary. But,
ready or not, it's here.
When you're a freshman you
are so impressed with the actual
fact that you are in college that it
never even occurs to you. It was-
n't long ago when I walked
and find yourselves your own bar.
Bravo.
Regrettably, 1 know that I'm
not cool. I don't even really
experience college anymore.
Each year, you streamline and cut
the places you go, the people you
hang out with and the things you
deem "cool enough" until you get
to a point when you're trapped on
the second floor of Psi U with
eight guys whose sides you
haven't left in three and a half
years.
You become disenchanted
...you're trapped on the second floor of
Psi U with eight guys whose sides you
haven't left: in three and a half years.
around truly believing that there
existed no other world but this. I
was attending classes at 9 in the
morning Monday, Wednesday
AND Friday, sleeping in a dorm
room the size of a shoebox and
truly believing that the Little dor-
mitory basement was the coolest
place on campus.
I was praying I would get into
any Late Night I could, begging
people to purchase me alcohol
and subjecting myself to events
that always necessitated laughter
and embarrassment whenever I
entered Mather Brunch the next
morning.
My worries consisted of
remembering the name of the girl
I had kissed in Psi U basement the
night before and trying to figure
out how to make it sound like I
was doing work when I was on
the phone'
WRSStfUtt
izc it, but you have it made. You
may be the only truly 'cool' kids
on campus. You are the only ones
who actually fully absorb the col-
lege experience. You don't dis-
criminate where you go, you still
actually meet new people and I'll
be damned if you didn't go ahead
with everything to the point that
you won't do anything that you
can't do in sweatpants.
Don't get me wrong. I am not
bitter. This is the path I have cho-
sen and the one that I accept.
Now it scares me to do new
things. Even if they let me into
the Hall, I am not sure if I would
have audacity to ask for a
beer.. .or whatever it is they serve
there.
With that said, I am taking
this opportunity, my Finale, my
grand goodbye, my alleged
Senior Reflection to repent for
Hartford is pretty crappy. But,
can you believe it; right next door
is a cradle of wealth, sophistica-
tion and rich, older woman.
If you are smart, you will
heed my advice. Take a Friday
night off and go to the bars at
Grants and Max's Oyster Bar in
downtown West Hartford. It's
expensive, so smuggle beers in by
scotch-taping them to your inner
thighs.
It's worth it just to watch the
28-34 year old crowd of cheesy
single yuppies desperately trying
to hit on each other. It also serves
as a reminder why you should
never wear mock turtlenecks.
I'm sorry I never went in
Doonesbury Dorm. I am serious.
What is it? Is there a code? Or a
handshake? I know that Garry
Trudeau is speaking at com-
mencement. Does he automati-
cally have to stay there? Maybe
he knows the handshake.
I wish that AD were still
open. I don't care what anyone
has to say about frat rivalries or
the environment; I was an AD
fan. Freshman I have to say you
missed out. AD was a mixing
ground of Psi U types and Hall
goers.
The guys there didn't break
stuff over their heads and for the
most part never went collar up.
Plus, the other frats weren't as
Freshmen, you may not realize it, but
you have it made. You may be the only
truly 'cool' kids on campus.
--,., ,-• my fotff. years ar
Trinity College. Because my
belief is that, if I'm about to enter
the Hell of the 'Real World,' I
might-as-well do it with a clean
slate.
I'm sorry I didn't spend more
time in West Hartford. I don't
know if you know this but
and jflctai^paldrlbetmily
move and breathe without having
to make it a choice. And they
actually let me in a decent amount
of times.
Well... three.
I'm sorry that there were not
more home night basketball
games. Forget the whole conver-
g e HOLD on page 12
Class:
Creative Writing (Ellen Weeks)
Christian Social Ethics (Tom Flynn)
Ancient Greek Philosophy (Marli Reifman)
German Intellectual History (Chris Baker)




AD Macro (Jennifer Poppel)
Moises Castillo (Christian Cousins)
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones (Marli Reifman)
Party:
Senior Brunch Day (Anne Difamco)
Calypso (Sophia Knight)
80s Party (Kristin Powell)
Tropical (Pat Marinaro)
Senior Week (Trude Goodman)
Administrator:
Evan Dobelle (Amy Aieta)
Ron Thomas (Kristin Powell)
Mary Thomas (Jennifer Poppel)
Dean Reuman (Maggie Kagan)
J. Ron Spencer (Chris Baker) ,
Bar:
Bourbon Street (Pei Chan)
Tap Cafe (Dave Alexander)





North (Brian P. Nanos)
Ogilby(C. ThayerFox)
Year:
Freshman Year (Maurice Dupont Lee IV)
Senior Year (Ussy Woodhams)
Junior Year (Marli Reifman)
Senior Year (Shane Early)
Spring Weekend:
EVERYONE $A YS FRESHMAN
YEAR (2000)
Campus Hangout:
Gallows Hill (Sarah Moore)
Quad (Lisa Phu)
Tripod Office (Brian P. Nanos)
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Deep THOUGHTS BY MR. NANOS
continued from page 9
Everyone has to come back.
And then comes Senior year. Your
answer to everything is, "Who cares? I'm
almost done." You look for a job, but real-
ize that you have little to no marketable
skills, (unless someone is looking to hire a
"Paid Drinker" or "Video Game Tester).
Sure, not everyone's experiences were
just like mine, and many some people's
experiences were not at all like mine. Also
perhaps some of you think that those expe-
riences that I highlighted, those involving
girls and beer, were not the most important
ones.
You might suggest that these are not
As a freshman, you think that the coolest frat is Pike
because that's the only frat that you can get into.
Your room is really big. You don't care why our rich parents pay so much to send
which is the "cool frat" so long as there's a
frat that's "having stuff." You're still not
allowed to drink in class.
And there you have it, a summary of
four years at Trinity College. Am I glad I
chose to come to Trinity College? Eh, not
really, Am I upset about it? Eh, not really.
us here.
You might point out that the reason we
come to college is not to merely hang out,
but to take classes, learn, and grow as
human beings.
You might, you dork.
HOLD ONTO EIGHTEEN
As LONG AS YOU CAN
continued from page 11
sation about how Division Three sports
aren't good. I loved Friday night basket-
ball games. Do you know how satisfying it
is to be intoxicated in a gym fifteen feet
from an awkward opposing player shooting
free throws and to wait until everyone's
quiet and then start chanting "Virgin"?
Tell me an ACC school where you can
do that and I'll go.
But I'm bringing the guy who checks
our IDs with me.
I'm sorry I didn't take more classes.
Not in terms of quantity. But you know
what I mean, actual classes that I didn't just
tsike because I heard from someone's sister
who was daring the uncle of some Kia wno
used to play rugby that it was easy.
Because you always end up getting
your worst grade in a class like that. You
feel guilty doing the work because you
heard it was easy but then you feel guilty
not doing anything because you get C's.
The moral dilemma is too much for me.
I'm freaking out,
I'm sorry if I was ever mean to you. I
didn't want to be mean but you know how
it is. :
'.. Sometimes you get a little drunk and
muddy and accidentally flick off the head
of campus safety and get arrested. It hap-
pens to all of us... right? Right? Why are
you shaking your head?
Finally, I'm sorry it took me until sen-
ior year to write in this paper. Imagine all
of the weird and wild stories I could have
told if I had only given myself a little more
time.
Maybe I even could have mentioned
getting drunk, Psi U and Ramsey Ramadan
a few times. I guess we'll never know now.
So that's it, I guess. I suppose now I
should offer some senior-like advice on
how you should live out your college
Ana like every final speecn made at
every graduation / should tell you things
like 'five your life to the fullest, dare to
dream and keep your chin up.'
Unfortunately, that's not my route. I
have long since abandoned clichfis due to
the fact that I can never fulfill them. So
instead of telling you truths like 'It's all
about who you know' and- 'Marry into
money,' I'll end this by leaving you with
one piece of positive advice that hopefully







Tripod: It's been around for almost one hun-
dred years, and the grand tradition of students
not reading it has continued.
Spring Weekend: Drunken debauchery on
Trinity's bill. Excellent.
Homecoming: The tail-gating. Not the game.
EggsAM Breakfast: It's not so much the food or
the administration serving us. It's the streaker.
Senior Week: Also known as the last chance for
all those "always-wanted-to" hookups.
Senior Brunch: The entire campus gets to par-
take in the festivities on the quad.
Trinity Days: It should still be a week, but any
break is a good break.
Bishop's Arm: If you don't know what you did-
n't do if it falls off, then I'm sorry for you.
Sex on the Plaque: Sex anywhere is a good, sex
in public is the best.
Lemon Squeezer: A real tradition that we can be
proud of. The graduates are gonna pass it on
this year. I wonder who'll get it...
tbe Ouacle
O&ts a Dtak SLip
AO-UAftJUS
OAWUAft.y 20 -
After graduation, you enter the "real
WorLd.' [insert scary music here] In this
World you Will be forced to "do Work'
Abo, you'll have to give up that whole
"thirsty Thursday trend you Libs so much.
I'LL admit the Oracle's big on the quotation
marks this Week. E>ut that's mainly
because it's too horrible to admit that
you're reaLLy going to graduate. Yuck.
Prsces
- MAO.C« 20
A year from now, you're life WiLl be so
totaLLy different you Will barely recall
your carefree days at coLLege. ELxcept
that you wi l l actually remember them in
excruciating detail. Like the time you
hooked up With that guy in the basement
of Psi U. and then hooked up with that girL
in CLeo and then, and then.- i\ey, did you
ever think hooking up in frats Was stupid?
AftJES
- A P R . I L 13
\Vith graduation right around the corner
and the real World closing in. you should
be making Last minute arrangements With
your new roommate: lv|om. It sounds fair
that if you take the garbage out once a
rime to clue
her in that a towel on your door means "do
not disturb." Ah the joys of adulthood.
TAUfUJS
A P R . I L . 20 - MAy 20
It's aLL about the benjamins, baby. Now,
that means it's aLL about the hundred dol- •
Lar bilb, which you WilL not be seeing ever
again. It's so sad that the job market is
that bad, but really, how useful is a reli-
gion major going to be to, WeLL, anyone?
Unless you Want to teach, you can't do
much. Or join a convent or go to seminary.
I guess those are options.
- O U N E 21
As you've shown this semester, you have
a striking lack of Loyalty to projects that
you do nek absolutely have to Work on.
This wilL continue in your post-grad foot-
baLL career (who knew third-stringers can
make it into the Canadian league?).
6ince you Won't be treated as the star,
you'Ll do a half-assed job, Like you usually
do.
CAMCGO.
O U N E 22 - O u c y 22
This may come as a surprise to you, my
dear friend Cancer, but I hate Writing horo-
scopes so much that I think my bitterness
has seeped its way into your predictions.
To make it up to you as I move on, the
stars think you shouLd replace mel This
isn't a paying gig. but at Least you can give
yourseLf good horoscopes to hide the pain
and agony that is your reality. 6milel
L.GO
Out -y 23 - A U G U S T 22
The Oracle is gonna miss all the graduat-
ing Leos. You've been great. C/eat to
make fun of, that is. ELspeciaLLy the ones
that prey on underclassmen. You know
who you are. You abo know who We're
talking about. iJey, I'm not saying it's a
bad thing. I'm.just Wondering something.
\Vhich section is the best? Yeah, I Went
there.
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 22
ELnjoy the desert. I guess it ' l l be better
than liartford, but not by much. You wil l
take the activism you've developed here
With you and organize marches to save the
- armadiLLos from sexual assauLt. It's a
tough job, but you're just the person to do
i t N/jy only question is, why are you sub-
jecting yourseLf to. Like, seven more years
of school? Ouch.
S E P T E M B E R . 23 - O C T O C E R - 22
I see your future: Lots of screaming chil-
dren asking you for milk. It's your own
fault for becoming a teacher. J-loWeVer,
dealing With the fractious features
ELditors wil l have prepared you WeLL for
tie, grubby hands all over you while they
scream for your attention.
OCTO&ER. 23 - NoVEM&ER- 21
Yeah, what Were you thinking you Were
gonna do with a degree in philosophy any-
Way? It's going to take you until August
to recover from the pain that Was your
thesis, and by then aLL your friends WilL
have gotten amazing tans, and you'LL stiLL
be as pasty as a croissant. E>ut. on the
upside, you do have a place to live next
year. J-lome.
SAGITTAPJUS
N O V / E M & E R . 22 - O E C E M & E K . 21
Journalism is a great career move for
some people. Not for you. \Vhat are you
going to report on? The corn harvest? I
mean, I'm not saying that nothing happens
in JjicksVille. I'm just saying that nothing
interesting happens there. On the upside,
though, a career as a farmer is always
open for you. The Pionysian UfestyLe
Would f i t Well Nietzsche Would be proud.
CAPPJCOO.N
DECEMBER. 22 -
In four years you never found the time to
fuLfiLL that stupid arts requirement lloW
difficult is it to take Ar t i l istory? I mean,
really, it's an easy A, you can screw
around with your friends and Y # U CAN
C.RADUATEJ Why, oh, Why wouLd you
Want to stay here for another year? It
can't be for jJartford's many attractions.
On the upside: sLutty freshman.
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Inter-Arts Delivers Social Satire
ROB€RT Lerrzeu
Scott Troost '05 plays the circus ring leader.
ent, and there were moments that
were downright brilliant.JOSEPH SCALA
ARTS WRITER
Let me start off by saying that
I enjoyed myself immensely on
Thursday night when I went to
see the Inter-arts presentation in
Garmany Hall. The show was
funny and thought-provoking,
and the off-beat characters and
dark comedy led me to believe
that I was witnessing a live per-
formance of an episode of The
Simpsons. Matt Groening him-
self would have been proud of the
at times brilliant use of sarcasm
and satire. Captain Intensity's
jump through a paper ring of fire
was a vivid metaphor for the hype
-compared with the actual difficul-
ty of the military victory in Iraq,
and Chief Shakanaw (pronounced
'Shock-and-Awe') made the most
of Native-American terminology
in a funny yet evocative parable.
Overall, clever use of war termi-
nology wa
at the same time.
The players in the circus per-
formed with energy, spirit and tal-
I was
also very impressed with the
authenticity of the circus atmos-
phere and the multimedia and
interactive nature of the show; the
players rose to the challenge of a
mobile audience, which kept
them on stage and in character for
the entire performance. Each per-
former's personality was reflect-
ed in the character they played
and the lines they spoke, which
show, my job here is to provide a
criticism, and so I will. The
show's agenda was so blatantly
liberal from the start that it actu-
ally scared audience members
away. Those who left early never
got to experience some of the
brilliant moments that followed.
For someone like me, who is on
the fence about most things,
including the war, the show
looked a lot like what I've been
hearing from Hollywood and
Michael Moore: the United States
is fighting a war for oil and for
our president's own egotistical
ends. 'WW Three Ring Circus'
failed to bring out any new per-
spectives on the war debate, and
never mentioned any possible
justifications for the war. The aim
of the students' comedic assault
was to show that the end of the
war would be the start rather than
the end of a global circus that
might lead to World War III, and
whether they are right or wrong
they failed to provide valid rea-
soning to convince me that this
was true. Although amusing, the
students involved might have
focused on producing a more
insightful view of global events
rather than just a very entertain-
ing piece of anti-Bush propagan-
da.
...the show looked a lot like what I've
been hearing from Hollywood and Michael
Moore...
gave the performance a personal
touch that went a long way in
framing the piece as heartfelt
rather than pretentious. Scott
Troost, playing the ring-leader,
kept the energy level high
r jih6w*imd excel-
..„. . . . . , . . . i wqi=e delivered
ofh Michael Caputo and
Gregory Polin.
But as much as I liked the
This show was sharp, engag-
ing, and brutally relevant. I
applaud those involved for their
courage to speak out on what they
thought about current events, and
to do it in such an artistic man-
ner.' ' Th'ose' who' did not atf&riU
truly missed out on what was
probably one of the most interest-
ing and creative performances on
campus this year.
BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE April 27-29
Looking at the post-industrial ruins of his hometown of Flint, Michigan in Roger & Me, populist
filmmaker Michael Moore was pretty confident of who caused the damage. But in his investiga-
tion of America's love affair with guns - and gun violence - it is his questions that are the most
fascinating. Why, for example, does a Michigan bank offer guns to people opening a new account?
Why did Charlton Heston speak at a pro-gun rally just weeks after the Columbine killings? And is
there a connection between our foreign policy and K-Mart selling bullets to teenagers? Academy
Award®, Best Documentary, "one of the most savagely hilarious social critics this side of
Jonathan Swift." Joe Leydon, San Francisco Examiner. 120 min.
TALK TO HER (HABLE CON ELLA) April 30 - May 3
(2002) Once Spain's bad boy of filmmaking, a more mature Pedro Almoddvar now mixes his
trademark outrageousness with a deeper emotional truth. The result, in All About My Mother and
Talk to Her, is nothing less than spectacular. Talk to Her's plot, which has been described as a
"telenovela on acid," does not stint on drama: a male nurse caring for a comatose ballet dancer
makes a friend in the timeless world of the intensive care ward: a man whose lover, also in a
coma, has been injured in a bullfight. "When it's over, the realization of how much the movie
means to you really sinks in; you can't get it out of your heart." Elvis Mitchell, New York Times.
Academy Award©, Best Foreign Film. 112 min.
RABBIT-PROOF FENCE May 2-3
(2002) Up until 1970, it was official Australian policy to take mixed race children away from
their aboriginal parents, and train them for a life of menial labor. This devastating true story, based
on the memoirs of Doris Pilkington, follows three young girls as they escape from a state
"school," and set off on an incredible 1,500 mile trek through the outback to their home. Phillip
Noyce, who also directed The Quiet American, has a gift for making clear the connections
between personal pain and political folly. 94 min.
LOST IN LA MANCHA May 4 - 6
(2002)Perhaps any attempt to make a big budget movie outside of Hollywood could be called
"The Impossible Dream," - especially one about that legendary tilter at windmills, Don Quixote.
But even Keith Fulton and Louis Pepe, as they began their documentary on the making of Terry
Gilliam's new film, could not have predicted the speed of the oncoming disaster. And certainly no
one could blame the visionary director of Brazil, 12 Monkeys and Time Bandits for what fol-
lowed, from flash floods in the Spanish desert, to a star's prostate troubles. At turns howlingly
funny and inspiring, Lost in La Mancha is a tribute to all of those grand projects that imploded




To kick off his Performance
Art class, professor Roberto
Sifuentes asked his students to
write down all the things they
thought of when they thought of
performance art. The list was
then narrowed down to what I
like to call 'the big three': nudity,
bodily fluids, and personal trau-
mas. What is performance art
without these theatrical .staples?
Nothing I want to see! Luckily,
the culminating performances of
the Performance Art class didn't
quite live up to the promise of No
Nudity, Bodily Fluids, or
Personal Traumas that it was
billed under. While there was no
nudity, there was onstage
undressing and half nakedness;
to the next level and further
develop the idea of illusions.
Sasha Bratt's piece "This is
me..." was one of the most sur-
prising pieces of the night, not for
its impressive showmanship (if
you've ever seen Bratt perform or
read about his work in The Tripod
you would know that Bratt's
showmanship is very highly
esteemed at Trinity) but the
piece's decided lack of said
showmanship. Bratt stood on
stage with only a stand to hold his
notebook, which he constantly
referred to during his piece. Bratt
said up front that he wanted to be
the real 'Sasha' and reveal some-
thing surprising about himself to
the audience. He then proceeded
to talk about his experiences with
being a conservative
(Republican) man in the ultra lib-
eral theater world. While the
While there was no nudity, there was
onstage undressing and half nakedness;
while there was no bodily fluids...
while there was no bodily fluids,
there was simulated urination and
the pricking of aims with a pin;
and as far as personal trauma
goes, well that's just a given. The
night featured solo acts by stu-
dents Kelly Hailoran '03, Sasha
Bratt '03, Abigail Moldover '05,
Bradley Beitz '04, Shannon
Fillion '05, and Kevin Keating
'05 ranging in topic from ball-
room dancing, to death, to
CosmoGirl magazine.
While the title didn't exactly
deliver on its promises, the class
itself did deliver on the promise
behind the title: the performers
were pushed to create art outside
' the''topical "stereotypes of per-
formance art that they listed in the
beginning of the class. When the
audience entered Seabury,
Halloran's piece about the secret
world behind ballroom dancing,
"Illusions of Perfection," had
already begun with her showing
off her technical skill as a ball-
room dancer. When the music
ended, Halloran stopped dancing
and fellow classmate Abigail
Moldover walked up to a micro-
phone and read off the list of
requirements for successful ball-
room dancers (including specific
instructions on the proper way to
hold ones head and the appropri-
ate weight for a white female
ballroom dancer as opposed to a
Latin female ballroom dancer).
After this litany of qualifications,
Halloran proceeded to unravel the
cloak of mystery and prestige
around the ballroom dancing
topic and his writing ability were
engaging, what was really strik-
ing was Bratt's performance,
more importantly its lack thereof.
The piece came off like Bratt was
reading an essay (a very well
written essay, albeit) that he had
written about his personal politics
(which, basically, was exactly
what was happening in this per-
formance). What was interesting
about Bratt's piece was what I
learned after it was over. After
speaking with a fellow student of
the Performance Art class, I dis-
covered that Bratt had actually
been pushing himself to make his
piece as non-performance as pos-
sible, ff you've seen any of
Bratt's other work, you would see
that he oozes with the showman's
charm. In this piece, Bratt
attempted to lay aside his tricks of
the trade and be completely hon-
est. While it might not have been
something the audience fully
understood at the time, I think it
was at least an effective exercise
for Bratt to help develop a wider
range of his performance art
skills.
Abigail Moldover's piece,
"Parallel Worlds," began with her
sitting on a beach towel putting
on sparkly lotion and telling a
story about her spring break trip
to Florida with Habitat for
Humanity to build houses. As she
told the story, she became the per-
son she was speaking about: a fel-
low Habitat member, who
announced during a break on the
beach: "Our country just dropped
In this piece, Bratt attempted to lay
aside his tricks of the trade and be com-
pletely honest.
world. She brought forth a table
full of make-up and hair products
to show the process she had to go
through every time she danced to
meet the rigid standards of pro-
fessional ballroom dancing. She
wiped off all of her makeup,
attempted to take down her thick-
ly hairsprayed hair, and even
removed part of her ballroom
dancing gown to show the fake
padding of the hips and chest,
While all these details about how
the perfection esteemed in the
ballroom dancing world was just
an illusion were fascinating, I
think Halloran's conclusion:
'they are all an illusion, as are
most things in life,' left some-
thing to be desired. While I think
she made an important point, I
think her piece needed to be taken
a bunch of bombs on Iraq and I
don't even care." This statement
was the catalyst to the movement
piece that followed featuring
Moldover wandering around the
stage acting as if she was lost,
pricking herself with a pin, and
completing various kinds of trust
falls with the rest of the perform-
ance art class. The most interest-
ing about Moldover's piece was
the idea of parallel worlds that
she was working through in her
performance. As I said about
Halloran's piece, I think
Moldover's work was also an
interesting idea that would have
worked even better had it been
more fully developed (which,
given the time span this class had
to put these pieces together, is
see NUDITY on page 15
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Him Critic )ay Carr Offers Advice to Aspiring Writers
WWWAMAZON.COM
Jay Carr edited this collection of essays
about the "top 100 essential films."
CHELSEA GREENE
ARTS WRITER
When Diana Potter told Jay
Carr that she was planning to
introduce him to the group he
replied, "Poor you." Quite the
contrary, however; the students
and faculty who showed up to
hear the accomplished film crit-
ic's presentation in the Allen K.
Smith Writing Center on Tuesday,
April 22 were in store for an
entertaining and informative dis-
cussion. Indeed, Jay Carr's life,
and the steps he took between a
cottege newspaper and a. twenty-
year career reviewing film and
the arts for The Boston Globe,
unfold like a Hollywood narra-
tive; he describes his journey as a
series of "lucky breaks," but his
control of language and entertain-
ing style suggest that a little skill
may have also contributed to his
success.
In a review of Conspiracy
Theory {starring Mel Gibson and
Julia Roberts) for The Boston
Globe, Jay Carr exhibits his abili-
ty to effectively manipulate lan-
guage while describing the main
character's neuroses; "It wanders
freely from fluoridization as a
method of. mass, enslavement.., to
black helicopters buzzing every-
where, undetected because they're
on whisper mode.
VJerry makes Travis Bickle
seem a poster boy for rational,
sequential thought" (Carr,
08/08/97). In less than 35 words
Carr gives his reader concrete
examples of Jerry's conspiracy
theories, and also recalls a
famous film icon to create a
stronger impression of the charac-
ter; after having written thou-
sands of film reviews Carr knows
never to waste words.
Considering his success it
might come as a surprise that
Carr's first newspaper job was
not as a critic, but as a police
reporter. He describes the job as,
"one of the hardest writing jobs
you can get," but he also recog-
nizes the skills that he learned. "I
was a really bad police
reporter...basically I just was
really bad at talking to cops."
The writer thanks older, more
experienced police reporters for
"saving his ass" as he learned to
study the crime scenes more care-
fully, much like he would later
study the scenes of thousands of
films.
Jay Carr is either a modest
nothing to say, and it shows.
When you' re a critic, your subject
is always right in front of you."
He had two main suggestions for
aspiring critics; first, write 500
bad reviews, eventually you'll
find your voice, and you'll learn
the history, and you'll master the
language; second, trust your
viewing of a film.
A-List. The book is comprised of
a list of 100 essays about the "top
100 essential films of all time,"
which were chosen according to
"the film's intrinsic merits, its role
in the development of the motion-
picture art, and its impact on cul-
ture and society" However, when
asked to name his favorite movie,
Carr, like all film lovers, faltered.
...it may comes as a surprise that
Carr's first newspaper job was not as a
critic, but as a police reporter.
When asked by a writing pro-
fessor about his "revision
process," Mr. Carr grimaced. "I
never answer this question the
way teachers want me to," he
said. He answered honestly that
he rarely has time to write more
than one draft of a review before
it is due. It takes discipline to
watch a film closely, and then
write a concise balance of sum-
mary and analysis. This is why
he believes so strongly that critics
must trust their first impressions
of any film they intend to review.
"In any film review you only
It takes discipline to watch a film close-
ly, and then write a concise balance of
summary and analysis.
man, or a writer whose talent has
taken a lifetime to develop; per-
haps he is both. "When I started
writing reviews, they were terri-
ble, too. But I knew that I want-
ed to be a critic. When you're a
have enough time to write about a
few key assets; the elements that
you inherently notice about a film
will guide your writing."
Jay Carr also edited and co-
wrote a book with the National
After a pause he replied, "I love
Robert Redford's Quiz Show, it's
one of the best films of the last
ten years; the way it flip-flops
high and low culture, that's bril-
liant." No "all-time favorite" was
ever mentioned.
As he was wrapping up his
presentation Carr did briefly men-
tion one of the evil sides of the
film critic's world; "there is
always some idiot that will a
write a good review of a crappy
film to get his name on the cover.
In a sense, big Hollywood films
are immune to criticism...but
that's okay; those films are never
fun to review anyway."
Just before ending his presen-
tation Carr reminded the group
about the three most important
steps toward becoming a film
critic: "watch a lot of movies,
read a lot of reviews by critics
you trust, and then just start writ-
ing your own." I'm sure that
everyone could commit to the
first, but who knows, maybe a
future writer was in the room that
night that might actually follow
through.*. , . e * , , . . . „
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Career Services
MORE Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting — Through Summer 2003
Sunday, June 1,2003
Footprints Recruiting Incorporated — English Teacher- Korea, Taiwan, China, Chile
Student Conservation Association (SCA) — Various Internships
Student Hosteling Program (SHP) — Bike-Touring Leader
Vermont Campus Compact (VCC) — AmeriCorps*VISTA '
Harvard School of Public health— Administrative Assistant
The ABC Radio Station Group — Independent Contractor
Monday, June 2,2003
Institute for Experiential Learning— Capital Experience Program; Embassy and Diplomatic
Scholars Program
r "United Connecticut Action for Neighborhoods (UCAN) — General Staff or Interns
'High Hopes Therapeutic Riding, Inc. — Summer Intern
Tuesday, June 3,2003
Trinity College Life Sciences — Lab Prep Assistant II
Thursday, June 5,2003
Trinity College Life Sciences — Greenhouse Assistant
Friday, June 6,2003
National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders-ANAD — Internship
Avodah B'Yachad - Service Together — AmeriCorps Promise Fellow
MexArt — Resident Director
Southern Teachers Agency — Elementary Math Teacher, High School German Teacher; French
Teacher-Grades 7-9; K-12 Dance Teacher; Middle School Science Teacher; High School
Chemistry Teacher; Physics Teacher; Biology Teacher; Math/Computer Science Teacher;
Chemistry Teacher; Spanish Teacher; Assistant Athletic Director/Coach/Dormitory Director;
Spanish I-IV; High School Art & Ceramics Teacher; Middle School Math/Science Teacher
Toxics Action Center — Toxics Map Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Intern; Media
Outreach Intern; Events Planning Intern; Development Intern; Various Internships
Naturopathica Holistic Health, LLC — Customer Service Representative
The Metropolitan Museum of Art — Various Internships for 2003-2004 (FT and PT)
ConnectEDU—Campus Peer
W a s h i n S t o n Internship Program — Internship
Advanced Medical Resources — Health Care Positions
The Choice Programs — Caseworker
Connecticut Policy and Economic Council (CPEC) — City Scan Program Supervisor
Hampshire Country School — Dorrn Parent
Rainforest Action Network (RAN) — Volunteer and Internship Program
AEON — TEFL in Japan
The New England Center for Children — Graduate, Intern and Research Programs and Teachers
Enterprise Rent-A-Car — Management Trainee
American Express Financial Advisors Inc — Financial Advisor
Camp Watitoh — Camp Counselors
The Academy at Charlemont — Physical Science/Mathematics Teacher
Albany Molecular Research, Inc. — Lab Assistants-Albany Office; Research Scientists-Albany
Office; Lab Technicians-Albany Office; Administrative Assistants-Albany Office; Research
Scientists-Syracuse Office; En vironmenta! Health and Safety Specialisl-Syracuse Office;
Research Scientist-Mount Prospect Office; Organic Scientists-Bothell Office; Research
Scientist-Bothell Office
F°otprints Recruiting Incorporated — Teach English Abroad
Saturday, June 7,2003
Intermountain Americorps — Various 1-year teaching in rural schools
Friday, June 13,2003
Cape Cod Babysitters, Inc. — Summer Babysitters (FT and PT)
Lee's Manpower Korea — Teaching English in Korea
CIGNA — Actuarial Analyst
Connecticut Policy and Economic Counci! (CPEC) — Research Intern
Pear Tree Point School — Assistant Teacher-Elementary
Friday, June 13,2003 (continued)
The Center for Blood Research — Research Technician
Habitat for Humanity of Minnesota — AmeriCorps*VISTA Capacity Builder
Sunday, June 15,2003
Pembina Valley Summer Bible Camp — Secretary; Counselor; Head Cook; Assistant Wrangler;
First Aid Attendant; Mountain Biking Instructor; Ministry Training Team Leader; Canoe Trip
Leader
Thursday, June 19,2003
Trinity College Library — Music & Media Services Student Assistant
Friday, June 20,2003
Clear Concepts Window Washing — Window Washers, Rollerbladers
Deck Staining Specialists Inc. — Deck Stainers, Rollerbladers
Tuesday, June 24,2003
Gartner — Associate Training Program
Thursday, June 26,2003
Tom's of Maine — Field Customer Marketing Manager
Friday, June 27,2003
BATG Environmental — Environmental Scientist (Field Engineer)
Monday, June 30,2003
Dean for Attorney General — Various Paid and Volunteer Positions - Long Term Needs
Democratic National Committee — Staff Assistant
Connecticut Policy and Economic Council (CPEC) — Program Assistant
Education De America — English Teacher Abroad
Tuesday, July 1,2003
United States Department of State — Various Internships-Spring
Vermont Institute of Natural Science — Wildlife Care Internships-Fall 2003
Monday, July 14,2003
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center — Administrative Assistant
Thursday, July 17,2003
WWLP-TV — Promotion Producer
Friday, July 25,2003
Student Conservation Association (SCA) — Conservation Crew Leaders-Nationwide
Thursday, July 31,2003
Brandon Residential Treatment Center, Inc. — Teacher
Pacific Whale Foundation — Whale Research Internship
Monday, August 4,2003
Ruder Finn, Inc. — Executive Training Program-Fall Session
Friday, August 15,2003
Legal Aid Society of Minneapolis — Civil Rights Intern
The Dolphin Institute — Dolphin Internship Program-Spring
Friday, August 29,2003
Student Conservation Association (SCA) — Diversity Internship Program-Nationwide
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoH.erecruiting.coin
Our summer hours begin Mon., May 19,2003:
Mon. to Thu., 8:00 AM to 4:15 PM and Fri. 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM
The office will be closed for lunch from 12 to 12:45 PM Mon.-Thu.
Drop-ins will continue throughout the summer, and appointments are available
by calling Career Services at 860-297-2080,
oremailingusatcareer-services@trincoll.edu.
Watch your Trinity email for information on our upcoming Summer
Networking Series in Boston and New York! Dates TBA.
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New Theses Dazzle Broad Street




Broad Street Gallery celebrated
the opening of one of its annual
senior thesis shows. Three stu-
dent artists were featured, each
displaying a concentrated series
of paintings as their final project.
The three featured artists were
Jen Lassek, Rachel Worrell and
Charles Koegel.
Jen Lassek's exhibition was
entitled "Black and White," and
featured a series of grayscale por-
signs suggested. The cool colors
used by the artist nicely comple-
mented the aloof coolness of the
subjects.
head was tilted slightly back, and
his face was as realistic as a pho-
tograph. His unattached emotion-
al coldness was offset by my per-
The cool colors used by the artist nicely
complemented the aloof coolness of the
subjects.
The only painting that slight-
ly deviated from the rest of the
series was "will work for health"
which depicted a woman lying on
traits of people holding signs that
read things such as "will work for
freedom" and "will work for
Jesus." The portraits themselves
were all beautiful.
The lack of color added to the
cool, naturalistic, photograph
feeling. The intimate portraits
were based on photographs taken
of Jen's friends and family. Many
of the signs had slightly depress-
ing messages (such as "will work
for love" and "will work for inti-
macy") and the subjects of the
portraits themselves seemed to be
as emotionally drained as their
ROBERT Lerrzeu.
a bed "with a drink in her hand,
seemingly unable to raise herself
up to hold her sign. This portrait
was not so aloof, but intentionally
emotive.
The best of the paintings,
however, was "will work for
redemption." The subject was a
balding man with long hair. His
sonal favorite of the series "will
work for freedom," which hung
nearby. The young girl in "will
work for freedom" (who I believe
is Jen's daughter, but I may be
mistaken) is the most hopeful of
all the subjects. Her subtle, smug
smile and the look in her eyes
gives off a serious feeling of
hope.
Rachel Worrell's pieces were
of the same series as the critically
acclaimed figure study she
showed in the Widener Gallery
earlier in the spring. These pieces
used the same beautiful color
scheme and super close-up study
of body parts as her other paint-
ing. The red/orange skin tone
was beautifully juxtaposed
against the green/black back-
grounds.
These paintings are really
great, and seeing the series in its
entirety gives new depth to my
appreciation of the earlier piece 1
saw at the Widener Gallery.
Rachel Worrell also had a set of
four portraits of a woman's face.
The bright coloration made the
simple portraits look as though
they were inspired by Andy
Warhol.
Charles Koegel's, pieces were
also in the same series as the
panef I previously"reviewed at the
Widener Gallery^ The large, col-
orful Mondrian-like compositions
are stately and beautiful, and a
series of smaller and darker
pieces added depth to the series.
The simple compositions of
squares were made exciting and
engaging by the beautiful use of
swirling oil paint colors. The
simplicity of the paintings evokes
The bright coloration made the simple
portraits look as though they were
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the beauty of minimalist sculp-
ture and utilitarian architecture.
Over all, the exhibition was
very impressive. It was nice to
see the work of students who
have dedicated their time here at
Trinity to studio art. I was very
impressed.
Artistic Springboard
continued from page 13
understandable and a comment
that could be made about all of
the pieces).
Bradley Beitz tackled the dif-
ficult subject of his friend's recent
death in "Any Combination of
Death, Sex, and Hats." The most
effective aspect of Beitz's per-
formance was the emotional vul-
nerability he allowed the audi-
ence to see throughout his piece.
He began the piece in the persona
of his dead friend talking about
how he loved wearing hats to cast
a shadow over his face, and then
shed the clothes of that character
its text and images.
The final piece performed by
Kevin Keating was entitled: "On
My Honor." Keating used his
background as a boy scout to fur-
ther explore who he was as a per-
son and how well he really lived
up to the ideal model of a boy
scout. Keating began by standing
on a beach towel with the
American flag printed on it and
read off all the positive qualities a
boy scout should possess. While
he was talking, the other perform-
ance art class members began cir-
culating through the audience,
offering them things to smell,
Moldover's work was also an interesting
idea that would have worked better had it
been more fully developed
to be redressed as himself. As
himself, he performed an excerpt
from a therapy session (with Bratt
as the therapist and Keating as the
echoer of Beitz's thoughts) where
he discussed how he was dealing
(or not dealing) with the death of
his friend.
He ended the piece very pow-
erfully by giving his own eulogy
and concluding at the end that he
wouldn't really want everyone to
be miserable all the time if he
passed away; he'd want everyone
to be happy and enjoy life as well.
Out of all of the pieces, this was
one of the ones that I felt most
fully showed the audience who
Beitz was as both a person and a
performer.
Shannon Fillion also deliv-
ered a strong performance enti-
tled: "The Miss-Adventures of
CosmoGirl." Fillion used
exeerpls from CosmoGirl maga-
zine and the visual image of the
food to eat, and hugs. Without
even realizing it, the audience had
begun totally ignoring Keating's
performance and was focused
instead on the interactions they
were having with the other class
members.
Finally, Keating screamed to
get the audience's attention and
pointed out that no one was lis-
tening to him. Keating then read
the positive qualities of a boy
scout off one by one and had each
class member read a personal rev-
elation about himself that contra-
dicted that quality. With each
negative quality read, the reader
would remove one article of
Keating's clothing or unbutton
his shirt. In the end, he was left
standing with a pink t-shirt that
said 'Chicks Rule' and a pair of
fishnet stockings.
While I found Keating's per-
formance engaging and interest-
ing throughout, my comment on
Finally, Keating screamed to get the
audience's attention and pointed out that
no one was listening to him.
male members of the perform-
ance art class dressing her in
'trendy' clothing and then putting
makeup on her while she just
stood there looking at her maga-
zine.
Also striking was the dance
she performed to Pat Benetar's
"Heart Breaker," where she at
first acted as confident and sexy
as the magazines told her she
should be, but then slowly deteri-
orated until she was actually rip-
ping the 'trendy' clothes off of
herself. I thought her approach to
the topic of women's magazines
influencing the minds of impres-
sionable young girls for the worst
was both funny and compelling in
the need for a further develop-
ment of content that I made about
the other performances holds true
for this one as well.
Overall, it was very interest-
ing to see the type of work the
Performance Art class was creat-
ing, and while I believe many of
the pieces should have been taken
to the next level and the themes
should have been even further
explored, it was clear that the pur-
pose of the Performance Art class
was not to be the be-all end-all of
the students' performances, but to
be a jumping off place for further
creating. From my vantage point,
it looks like most of.them are
jumping in the right direction.
SUMMER PROGRAMS yVBttOAD 2Q03
Same Veritas. More Lux.
HARVARD • YALE • COLUMBI A» BROWN • DARTMOUTH • CORNELL* UP ENN •TUFTS
STANFORD«MIT«DUKE«JOHNS HOPKINS»GEORGETOWN*BOSTON U...ETC
We maximize your chances of being accepted into your top-choice Law Schools,
Medical Schools, Business Schools or Graduate Schools!
Education ConsuCtants
Admissions Advising Consultants
Ellnitial Consultation HStudent Evaluation ElStrategic Action Plan Development
SSchool Selection Strategies 0Application/Essay Review Hlnterview Preparation
Web: www.bhaeducation.com
Tel: (203) 929-9186 Fax: (203) 929-6562 E-Mail: info@bhaeducation.com
CHiNESE RESTAURANT























Egg Roll (each) 0.95
Shrimp Roll (each) 1.10
Spring Roll (each) 1.00
Fantail Shrimp (each) 1.00
Fried Wonton (12) 2.60
Fried or Steam Dumplings (6) 2.95 (10) 4.50 41
Chinese Roast Pork 4.75 42
Barbecued Spare Ribs (5) 5.50 43
Steak Teriyaki (5) 5.50
Fried Chicken Wings (5) 2.50
Fried Half Chicken 2.75
Fried Jumbo Shrimp (6)....' 4.70
Fried Chicken Finger .' (Sm.) 3.35 (Lg.) 5.50
French Fries 1.20
Pu Pu Platter (For 2) 9.75
2 Spare Ribs, 2 Chicken Wings. 2 Egg Roll, 2 Teriyaki.
2 Shrimps, 4 Wantons, 8 Chicken Fingers.
Boneless Ribs 4.95
Fried Banana (Palatano) 1.95.
Fried Onion Rings 1.50
450 Franklin Ave.
(Corner of Brown St.)
Hartford, Conn. 06114
STEW ITEMS
35. Crab Rangoon (6 Pcs.)
Fried wonton stuff with crabmeat and cheese.
'*• Chicken Wings (12) with Garlic Sauce
Steamed Small Shrimp (50 Pcs.)
(w. Hot Season or Cocktail Sauce)
Buffalo Wings (12 Pcs.)
Chicken Teriyaki (4 Pcs.)
FRIED RICE Pt.
Roast Pork Fried Rice 2.75
Chicken Fried Rice 2.75
Beef Fried Rice 2.95
Shrimp Fried Rice 3.35
Vegetable Fried Rice 2.45
Lobster Fried Rice 4.25
Young Chow Fried Rice 3.75
CHOW WBEm / CHOP SUEY









Egg Drop Soup 1.00
Chicken Rice Soup 1.15
Chicken Noodle Soup 1.15
--. Bean Curd w. Chinese Veg. Soup 1.75





































3.00Wonton Egg Drop Soup 1.75
Dragon Phoenix Soup 4.45
Pork or.Chicken Yat Gai Mein 3.50
Shrimp or Beef Yat Gai Mein 3.95







fiu. White or Brown Rice) Per Order
Roast Pork Egg Foo Young 4.75
ChtaVen Egg FooYoung I....4.75
Beef Egg Foo Young 5.25
Shrimp Egg Foo Young 5.50
Mushroom Egg Foo Young..... 4.75
Lobster Egg Foo Young 6.95
LO.MEHK
(Soft Noodles) Pt.
Roast Pork Lo Mein 2.95
Chicken Lo Mein 2 95
Beef Lo Mein ,., ...3.35
Shrimp Lo Mein ..3.45
Vegetable Lo Mein 2.75
Special Lo Mein 3.95
Lobster Lo Mein 4.55 8.25
..'"»•• Hot & Spicy Printed.in Red
POULTRY
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pi-
Moo Goo Gai Pan 3.75
Chicken w. Broccoli 3.75
Chicken w. Pepper Onion a./b
Chicken Almond Ding o./b
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts 3.95
Sweet & Sour Chicken 3.75 ._.
Moo Shu Chicken (w. 5 Pancakes) 6.75 %.
Chicken w. Snow Pea Pods 3.95 6.95 97.
Boneless Chicken • t'lnnn'
Dragon Phoenix - §-|9 ?.?.•
1 Dmnn rhir.ken 7-95 00.
Chicken Chow Mein / Chop Suey 2.95
Roast Pork Chow Mein / Chop Suey ..2.95
Beef Chow Mein /Chop Suey 3.15
Shrimp Chow Mein / Chop Suey 3.35
Vegetable Chow Mein /Chop Suey ....2.45
Lobster Chow Mein / Chop Suey 4.25
VEGETABLES
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Vegetable Delight 3.25
Moo Shu Vegetable (w. 5 Pancakes)
Sauteed Snow Pea Pods 3.45
Bean Curd Szechuan Style 3.25
Broccoli w. Garlic Sauce 3.25
Sauteed String Beans 3.25
P O R I S . (w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 3.75
Roast Pork w. Broccoli 3.75
Roast Pork w. Bean Sprouts 3.75
Roast Pork w. Mushrooms 3.95
Roast Pork w. Green Pepper & Onion 3.75
Roast Pork w. Snow Pea Pods 3,9
Mod- Shvx Pork (W: 5 Panceikes) • mm
Sweet & Sour Pork 3.75
Roast Pork w. Mixed Vegetables 3.95
Kung Pao Pork 3.95
Pork w. Garlic Sauce 3.95
Shredded Szechuan Pork 3.95
Hunan Pork 3.95
Double Cook Pork , ..3.95
Pork w. String Beans 3.75
SIDE ORDERS









































































82. Le o Chic
83. Chicken w. Mixed Vegetables 3.95
84. "*- Kung Pao Chicken J-VJ
85. ••*. Chicken w. Garlic Sauce -•i.'-Jb
86. "»• Hunan Chicken : -3.95
87. ^ Curry Chicken ;?• '£














(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Pepper Steak w. Onion •...,• 3,95
Beef w. Broccoli 3.95
Beef w. Mushroom & Bamboo Shoot..4.25
Beef w. Chinese Vegetable .....3.95
Beef w. Snow Pea Pods 3.95
Mongolian Style Beef 3,95
Moo Shu Beef (w. 5 Pancakes)
Beef w. Tomatoes 3.95
Beef w. Mixed Vegetables 3.95
'-*. Kung Pao Beef 3.95
•"*• Beef w. Garlic Sauce 3.95
*"•• Szechuan Beef 3.95
^ Hunan Beef 3,95
^ Curry Beef 3.95


















(with White Rice or Brown Rice)
1. SEAFOOD DELIGHT 9.95
Fresh shrimp, scallops, lobster meat sauteed
in. assorted Chinese vegetable.
2. HAPPY HOLIDAY .9.95
Lobster, shrimp, scallops, white meat, chick-
en, roast pork w. mixed vegetables.
3. TRIPLE CROWN ...8.95
Roast pork, chicken, beef w. mixed vegetable
in brown sauce.
4. FOUR SEASONS.............. .....9.25
Jumbo shrimp, chicken, beef and roast pork
w. assorted vegetable in oyster sauce.
5. LAKE TUNG TING SHRIMP 8.95
Jumbo shrimp marinated w. broccoli, mush-
room, pork and bamboo shoots, baby corn in
egg white sauce.
6. BEEF W. SCALLOPS . . . . . .9.50
A savory mix of beefsteak and sea scallops w.
Chinese vegetable in oyster sauce.
7. SESAME CHICKEN OR
ORANGE CHICKEN 8.00
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our chef's
sesame sauce.
8. ^ GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN 7.95
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our Chef's
spicy hot sauce.
9. GARLIC COMBINATION 8.75
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. shredded vegetables
in garlic sauce.
10. "*• KUNG PAO THREE THINGS 8 .50
Shrimp beef, chicken w. peanut mix & vegetables.
1 1 . ^ HUNAN THREE KINGS 9.50
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. mixed vegetables in
hot spice crown sauce.
12. ^ GEieiALTSO^OROEAN6EBEe:..8.59
\ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ — — - _ _ _ _ X
'" COMBBUAMOSr PLATES "^
(Served w. Pork Fried Rice & Egg Roll)
C 1. Chicken Chow Mein 5.25
C 2. Shrimp Chow Mein 5.75
C 3. Pork or Chicken Egg Foo Young 5.75
C 4. Moo Goo Gai Pan 5.75
C 5. Chicken w. Broccoli 5.75
C 6. Sweet & Sour Chicken or Pork 5.75
C 7. Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 5.75
C 8. Roast Pork or Chicken Lo Mein 5.75
C 9. Roast Pork w. Broccoli 5.75
C 10. Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs or Boneless Ribs ..6.50
C 11. Beef w. Broccoli > 5.75
C 12. Pepper Steak w. Onion 5.75
oli . 6.50
C 15. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce 6.50
C 16. Chicken w. Pepper Onion 5.75
C 17. Fried Jumbo Shrimp ., 6.50
C 18. Chicken w. Cashew Nuts 5.75
C 19. Beef w. Chinese Vegetable 5.75
C 20. Vegetable Delight 5.75
C 2 1 . ^ Curry Chicken or Beef 5.75
C 22.1"*- Chicken w. Garlic Sauce 6.50
C 2 3 . ^ Hunan Beef 6.50
C 24.r*- Szechuan Beef 6.50
C 2 5 . ^ Hunan Shrimp :.... 6.50
C 2 6 . ^ Hunan Chicken 6.50
C 27. Steak Teriyaki or Chicken Teriyaki 6.50
C 28.°k- General Tso's Chicken or Orange Chicken..6.50
C29. Sesame Chicken ..6.50
SEA FOOD
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt Qt.
102. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce 4.25 7.95
103. Shrimp w. Broccoli 4.25 7.95
104. Shrimp w. Bean Sprout 4.25 7.95
105. Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable 4.25 7.95
106. Shrimp w. Snow Pea Pods 4.50 8.25
107. Shrimp w. Cashew Nuts 4.50 8.25
108. Shrimp w. Mixed Vegetables 4.50 8.25
109. Sweet & Sour Shrimp 4.50 8.25
110. Moo Shu Shrimp (w. 5 Pancakes) 8.25
111. Pepper Shrimp w. Onion 4.25 7.95
112. ^ Kung Pao Scallop 4.70 8.95
113 -*- Scallop w. Garlic Sauce 4.70 8.95
114. ^ Hunan Shrimp 4.50 8.25
115. ?*• Kung Pao Shrimp 4.50 8.25
116. ^ Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce 4.50 8.25
116a.^Curry Shrimp 4.50 8.25
116b. Shrimp w. String Beans 4.25 7.95
£96 - 4000 / S9© - 4 . 1 "
w. Banana (Platano)
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S 1. Fried 1/2 Chicken
S 2. Chicken Wings (4).....
S 3. PorkChop
S 4. Fried Fish
S 5. American Fried Shrimps (6)
S 6. Fried 21 Shrimps
S 7. Fried Chicken Finger .
S 8. Chicken Gizzards :
S 9. Fried Scallops
S.10. 2 Chicken Wings & 2 Spare Ribs ;
511. Fried Rib Tips -
512. Boneless Ribs .. .
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Spring Teams Battle Opponents and the Weather
NICK RAHO
SPORTS EDITOR
It seems that winter just
ended and spring is just begin-
ning. I have not been able to get
to any lacrosse games yet this
year because of all the bad weath-
er, and I have only seen three
baseball games. And one of those
baseball games was so cold I
could barely stand still. This past
Spring Weekend and the good
weather I am basking in now
finally makes me believe spring is
here to stay. The problem is that
the spring sports season is just
about to end and I am sad to
inform you, my loyal readers, that
a few of our spring teams will not
be continuing play into late May.
It is hard to believe that the
spring sports season started all the
way back on February 21st, and
the bad weather caused a great
deal of rescheduling and cancella-
tions. Some of this years spring
teams handled the adversity very
well, while others did not meet
the challenge with the same suc-
cess. In this, the last Tripod of the
year, I will hash out the final
standing of this years spring
sports teams, in what was a wild
and crazy spring season.
I wish I had to struggle
between all our sports teams to
decide which team deserves top
honors this year, but this year the
decision was pretty clear cut.
Men's rowing had a great season,
as did men's tennis, but the team
that is coming into May with the
highest hopes is Trinity's baseball
team. The baseball team returned
numerous key players this season,
but had also lost some quality
players and coming into the sea-
son many of us were interested to
see how things would pan out.
Well, things have panned out
quite well. Led by seniors Kurt
Piantek, Jayme Dorr and Rob
Dolliver, the Bantams have an
extremely dangerous three, four,
five combo in the lineup. The
team also has numerous excellent
table setters for these powerful
hitters, including centerfielder
Angel Resto, and outfielder Jeff
Natale. The baseball team has
looked strong all season and
defeated many tough NESCAC
opponents this spring. Led by the
pitching of Kevin Tidmarsh, who
is undefeated this season, the
Bantams have a strong record of
16-7 and an even more impres-
sive NESCAC East leading
record of 7-2. As the season
winds down the baseball team is
looking poised to challenge for
the league title, their hitting is
definitely up to par, but their
pitching staff and defense will
have to stay sharp if the Bants
want to take it all home.
Whatever happens, the baseball
team has already provided numer-
ous highlights this season, includ-
ing a three homerun inning this
past Sunday in a game against
Middlebury. In the inning, num-
ber two batter Jeff Natale home-
red, followed by Jayme Dorr who
hit his second homer of the day.
Then Dolliver walked only to be
homered in by Piantek, who is
having an outstanding season
with and average of .571,40 rbi's
and 10 homeruns. Best of luck to
the baseball team from the Tripod
sports editors.
The other team that has been
outstanding this season has been
men's crew. The men's crew
team, led by co-captains Tom
Graves and Alex Hicks, is now
10-1 and has been extremely
impressive all season. Not to
mention the team has taken first
in their last two events. The
women's crew team is finishing
up their season and right now
stands at 5-4 right now and is led
by co-captains Ashley
O'Donoghue and Amanda
Gifford. Another tandem of men's
and women's teams with winning
records are this year's men's and
women's tennis teams. The men's
team, led by tri-captains Richard
Lawrence, Scott Levy, and Cliff
Stevens, has continued to be a
strong presence in the NESCAC.
The men's team which finished
5th in the NESCAC and had a
record of 9-4 had good wins over
Wesleyan, Skidmore and
Amherst, but suffered disappoint-
ing loses to Tufts, Williams and
Bowdoin. The women's team fin-
ished their season with a 6-4
record and had some good wins
over the course of the season, but
had a very disappointing finish.
The women's team led by co-cap-
tains Karen Huebner and
Courtney Sargeant finished 10th
in the NESCAC and had three
matches this season cancelled.
The spring results were also
somewhat* bitter, because the
women's team had a good fall
season. Well better luck next year
to women's tennis
Some other teams that strug-
gled this spring were women's
Softball, men's lacrosse and
women's lacrosse. This years
softball team played nearly thirty
games, but was only able to win
six games and just one in the
NESCAC. The team will finish
up their season this Tuesday at
Wesleyan and that will be the end
of their season. Right now their
record stands at 1-7 in the
NESCAC. This years team is cap-
tained by Laura Heath and
Maureen Heneghan. Men's
lacrosse had similar struggles.
The team led by tri-captains Keith
Huffman, Erik Mazmanian, Ravi
Pillay, finished their season up
this past weekend with another
tough loss this time at the hands
of Bowdoin. The team's record
Finished at 5-8 overall and 2-7 in
the NESCAC. The high hopes for
this year's lacrosse team were
definitely not met, but hopefully
this young team will have a bright
future. Men's Track and Field,
which is led by tri-captains Ryan
Bak, Jim Emord, Bob McGovem
are 3-2 and have had an average
spring. But with some major
meets coming up in the next cou-
ple of weeks we will be pulling
for the team and hoping the step
up. The women's team has had a
down spring and their record now
stands at 0-4. Tri-captains Kate
Klein, Leeann Rheaume, Lauren
Young lead the team and will
hopefully lead the team to a
strong finish. Last, but definitely
not least is this year's golf team. I
think the golf team is great, and
golf is a really good game. The
golf team is currently 21-19 and
is led by captains Matthew
Greason and Peter Munsill.
Well that's it. That's our
spring, so far. I hope you enjoyed
and I hope all this years spring
team's who are still playing have
strong finishes in their respective
seasons. Hopefully you'll hear
more from me in future tripods,
have a great summer, and I just
want to say people who read the
sports section rule, all the best,
your Sports Editor Nick Raho.
M. VY
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Women's tennis finished the season at 6-4.
CHEtiit PI2LZA
14" Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99
dditional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
aeon Anchovies Broccoli Eggplant
arlic Hamburger Cherry peppers Olivees
lushrooms Onions Pepperoni Peppers
icotta Sausage Spinach Tomatoes
SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppinqs $2.00 each
4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII
GRINDERS .-H.H
DOKED SALAMI $4.25 . . $8.50
\STRAMI 4.25 . . . 8.50
ENOA 4.25. . . 8.50
«iM 4.25 . . . 8.50
JRKEY 4.25 . , . . 8 . 5 0
ePPERONI . 4.25 . . . 8.50
OAST BEEF 4.25 . . . 8.50
JNA 4.25 . . . . 8.50
OMBO (2 kinds of above) 4.50 . . . . 9.00
3GPLANT PARMIGIANA 4 .25 . . . 8.50
HICKEN CUTLET 4.50 . . . 9.00
HICKEN PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . 4.50 . . . 9.00
EAL PARMIGIANA . 4 . 5 0 . . • 9.00
EAL CUTLET 4.50 . . . 9.00
TEAK/CHESSE . . . . . . . . 4.50 . . . 9.00
EATBALLS 4.25 . . . 8.50
AUSAGE 4.25 • • • 8.50
.LT. 4.25 • • • 8.50
EQGIE/CHEESE 4.25 . . . 8.50
'ALIAN 4.99 - - . 9.98
SALADS
IHICKEN SALAD $6.25
thicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
>lives and cucumbers,
!HEF SALAD $5.99
Jam, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
ireen peppers and olives.
INTIPASTO • . ' . . . . $5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
ucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce
'UNA SALAD $5.99
"una, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
3REEK SALAD ,$5.99
:eta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
TOSSED SALAD. . . . Large $4.50 Small $2.25
:rench, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island,







OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK j
11:00am. TO 2:00am. m&ft
FREE DELIVERY
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
74e
COMBO SPECIAL








with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for
$6.99
2 LITER SODA 1




Medium Cheese Pizza "
or 2 Cans of Soda 1
Coupon can't be combined witfi any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda
FREE
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot) (10) . , , $5.50
MOZZARELLA STICKS (8) . 5.25
CHICKEN FINGERS . . . . . .(10) 5.25
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CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL , , . MED $11.99 URGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onlons.peppers
CHICKEN PESTO . . . MED $11.99 LARGE $14.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO. . . MED $11.99 URGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE . . . . . MED $9.99 _ URGE $11.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . MED. $8.95 . . LARGE $10.95'
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN , . MED $11.99 URGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic.
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN . . . . MED $11.99. . URGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE . . . , $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR 2ITI WITH MEATBALLS . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . .7.99
•CHICKEN PARMIQIANA WITH PASTA , . 8 . 9 5
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA 7.99
BAKED Z I T I . . 7.99
STUFFED SHELLS . . . . , 7.99
MEATRAVIOLLI 7,99
CHEESE RAVIOLI 7.99
Includes salad and roll
Calzones , $5.75
Each additional Item .75
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade,
SnaDnle, Water. Orannlna





The 2003 Trinity College
women's lacrosse team finished
its season this week with a loss in
the first round of the NESCAC
Tournament, Trinity, ranked sixth
in the league, played its final
game on Sunday, April 27 against
the third ranked Williams College
Ephs. The team played well, but
eventually fell to the powerful
Williams team. The final score
was 11-4.
The loss brings the Bantams
final record to 9-7, with a league
mark of 5-5. During the past
week, the Bants have also played
Wesleyan and Bowdoin. In one of
the most exciting games of the
season, Trinity defeated Wesleyan
16-14 in double-overtime. After
this match, the Bantams fell to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears 14-
8.
The first game of the week,
against Wesleyan, was an evenly
matched contest. Trinity entered
the match ranked No. 17 in the
nation, and defeated a tough
squad from Wesleyan. The win
proved to be Trinity's last of the
season, but did not disappoint in
terms of excitement.
Due largely to the outstand-
ing efforts of senior co-captain
midfielder Katelyn Bowman,
Trinity walked off the field with a
See LACROSSE on page 19
VAVW.TRlNCOU.CDi;
Women's lacrosse had a successful season this year.
Baseball (16-7, 7-2) @ Springfield
College on April 29
Softball(6-21-1, 1-7) @ Wesleyan on
April 29
Men's Lacrosse (5-8, 2-7) Season Over
Women's Lacrosse (9-7, 4-5) Season
Over
Men's Tennis (9-4) @ NCAA
Tournament
Women's Tennis (6-4) @ NCAA
Tournament
Men's Rowing (9-1) @ New England
Championships on may 3
Women's Rowing (5-4) @ New England






all of Trinity's ath-
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Women's Rugby Finishes Up





Rugby team traveled to
Portsmouth, Rhode Island last
Saturday to participate in the
annual Beast of the East
Tournament, hosted by the
Providence College Men's Club
and Ruggers. The tournament
matches teams from all over the
country against each other, with
each team playing two games.
The Trinity Ruggers were in the
Women's Division 2, and played
Colby and Scranton
(Pennsylvania).
The competition was fierce,
but with many returning injured
players Trinity was ready. After a
5am wake up call, the ladies
played Colby at 10am. While
they played well, Colby scored 3
tries early on. Freshman Missy
Manning added another try to her
accumulation of points, giving
Trinity their only score of the
game. A burst of enthusiasm,
aggression, and determination
carried the team through the sec-
ond half, with a final score of 15-
5.
After a short break the ladies
were back in action against
Scranton. With the help of some
loyal fans and a great gazebo, the
ladies tried to stay warm and dry
despite the monsoon conditions.
In their second game, the ladies
overcame the lack of lines on the
field, the smell of the port-a-pot-
ties, the wind, the rain, and the
mud to score early on. The inten-
sity remained throughout the
game, leading Trinity to a 15-5
victory, their first of the season.
Missy scored twice, giving her a
hat trick for the day. And sopho-
more Maggie Gatti scored her
first try ever, and just barely
missed scoring a second as well.
All the hard work from the past
few months showed Saturday,
with Trinity dominating both
teams (despite the scores). The
team would have played again on
Sunday, but the second half of the
tournament was cancelled, giving
the ruggers a well-deserved and
needed rest.
The Trinity College Women's
Rugby Football Club played their
fourth game of their spring season
two Saturdays ago at Wesleyan. It
was a great day for a rugby
match, and a great match it was.
While the score may have shown
a loss, the way the team played
was entirely a victory. Trinity
lost 33-7 to a solid and vast
Wesleyan squad, a huge improve-
ment from last year's Wesleyan
match. Sophomore Beth Heaney
scored the Trinity try, with Missy
Manning kicking for the conver-
sion.
See RUGBY on page 19
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Did you know that you can reduce
the interest rate on your student
loans and save thousands of dollars
by consolidating your student loans
after graduation?
The Higher Education Act,
established by Congress, allows any
graduate (or parent with PLUS loans) to
consolidate their student loans by
combining all their eligible student
loans into a single loan issued by a new
lender. Graduates who do this
immediately after graduation (while
they are still in their non-repayment
period) are able to reduce the interest
rate on all their eligible loans by 0.60%
potentially saving themselves
thousands of dollars.
There are several other benefits
associated with Student Loan
Consolidation and these include:
• The ability to reduce your monthly
interest repayments by up to 54% by
extending your repayment period. This
may help you in matching your income
level to your repayment obligations.
• Fixing the interest rate on your loans
to take advantage of the historically low
interest rates that are currently available
for the life of your loans. Your existing
loans are variable and could rise over
time as interest rates rise.
Consolidation can ensure that this
doesn't happen.
• Dealing with only one monthly loan
repayment from one lender can make
your life easier.
• Save even more on your repayments
by taking advantage of 'borrower
benefits' that can reduce your interest
rate by up to an additional 1.25% by
making electronic and on-time
repayments.
Does it Matter When You Choose to
Consolidate?
Yes. If you are about to graduate (or
have recently graduated) timing is
critical to maximizing the amount that
you can save with consolidation. If you
wait too long to apply for consolidation,
you might miss out on the opportunity
to reduce the interest rate on all your
loans by 0.60%.
What Does it Cost to Consolidate?
There are no fees or credit checks,
nor is there any penalty for early
repayment of your consolidation loan.
Note however, that you can only
consolidate once and consolidation can
affect certain deferment and
cancellation benefits associated with
loans.
Are you about to Graduate?
Act now by registering with the
Student Loan Consolidation Program
(SLCP). It is free and involves no
obligation. SLCP will simply provide
you with information on what
consolidation is all about and contact
you after graduation to remind you of
the opportunity to reduce your interest
rate by consolidating early.
For more information, call a loan
counselor at 1-866-311-8076 or click on
our ad at www.trinitytripod.com to see if
you qualify for these savings.
While visiting the paper online, be
sure and sign up for the email edition.
It's the best way to stay informed
beyond graduation, and it's free.
+ •»
STUDENT LOAN CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM
www.trihitytripod.com www.slcp.com
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Rugby Squad Ends
Season With Loss
Continued from page 18
Trinity started their season
with a home match against RPI
March 29, an excellent season
opener against last year's New
York State Champs with a score
of 7-7. Missy scored the only
Trinity try and kicked the conver-
sion for 2 points. The following
weekend Trinity faced Central
Connecticut State University in a
tournament in Hartford sponsored
by the local men's club, the
Hartford Wanderer's. The cold
and snowy game ended with a try
scored by Central in sudden death
overtime, with a final score of 10-
5.
Sophomore rookie Kristen
"Bubbles" Allegue, in her first
rugby match ever, scored the lone
Trinity try. The following week-
end Trinity hosted Springfield
College; with another close lose
of 5-3, with Missy kicking the
field goal for Trinity. The high-
light of match was the cameo
appearance of semi-retired Jah
Frederick.
With a team of almost entire-
ly freshman and sophomores
(with some exceptional juniors
and seniors of course), the team
has improved drastically over the
past season. Despite the decrease
in numbers due to injuries and
sickness this season, the team has
stuck together and played a series
of extremely close games. The
ladies have definitely proven that
hard work, time, and a few bruis-
es pay off.
If you haven't had the pleas-
ure of watching these ladies play,
make plans to come support them
next season, as they K.A.R.T. yet
again, with an amazingly talented
group of sophomores, juniors,
and seniors (and hopefully a
whole new group of rookies).
With huge improvements in
defense and general skill, the
team has lots of promise for next
year, and will once again confirm
that Trinity Ruggers are in fact,
the best.
Women's Lacrosse Season




Women's rugby played well at "Beast of the East."
Continued from page 18
great win. Bowman scored a
career high eight goals against the
cardinals, including a goal in
overtime that iced the game.
Senior Elizabeth Miller added
three more goals for Trinity.
Sophomore Beatrice Gratry and
freshman Catherine Neil scored
two goals apiece, and sophomore
Tracy Nesbit rounded out the
scoring with a goal of her own.
Junior Alexandra Benjamin had a
great day in goal, turning away 16
shots. The win created a show-
down between the Bants and the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears for
the fifth seed in the NESCAC
Tournament.
Against Bowdoin, Trinity
again played well. Though this
time, the Bants came up a little
short. The squad fell behind in the
first half, and was never able to
close the gap. The final score was
Bowdoin 14, Trinity 8. The loss
closed the Bantams regular sea-
son record at 9-5 overall, and 5-4
in NESCAC play.
In total, six Bantams scored.
Leading the way was Gratry with
3 goals on the day. Bowman,
Nesbit, Neil, sophomore Martha
Geisel, and senior Maria Lingnau
all scored for the Bantams. Senior
Laura Davis and Bowman each
got an assist. Benjamin played
well in goal for the Bants, the jun-
ior finished with 8 saves.
The sixth place finish in the
regular season meant the Bants
would travel to Williamstown,
Massachusetts to take on the
Williams College Ephs in the first
round of the NESCAC
Tournament. Williams, a team
that Trinity had lost to by only
four during the regular season,
was seeded third in the
Tournament. Though Williams,
ranked No. 6 in the nation, had an
excellent team, the Bantams felt
that they had a legitimate shot at
pulling off the upset.
Unfortunately, it was not Trinity's
day. In a tightly contested game,
the Bantams lost to Williams 11-
4, ending the 2003 campaign.
The Trinity College women's
lacrosse team has a lot to be
proud of. The Bantams were able
to improve upon last season's
success, and competed well in
every game. Trinity finished
ranked sixth in the NESCAC, the
nation's most powerful league,
and used primarily young players
to do so; . . . . . .
. . The team graduates only four
players, co-captains Katelyn
Bowman and Maria Ljngnau,
Laura Davis, and Elizabeth
Miller. With a talented junior
class that is anxious to fill the
holes left by this year's seniors,
the Bantams will no doubt have
an excellent season in 2004.
WWW.TRINCOLL.eDU
Women's lacrosse finished at 5-5 in the NESCAC.
Our summer hours begin
Monday, May 19, 2003:
Monday to Thursday, 8:00 AM to 4:15 PM
Friday 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM. The office will be
closed for lunch from 12:00 PM to 12:45 PM
Monday - Thursday.
Drop-ins will continue throughout the
summer, and appointments are available by
calling Career Services at 860-297-2080, or
emailing us at career-services@trincoll.edu.
Watch your Trinity email for information on
our upcoming Summer Networking Series
in Boston and New York! These will be
perfect opportunities for you to develop those
important job contacts and polish your
networking skills throughout the summer.
Dates TBA.
Don't forget to log in to Trinity Recruiting at
http.V/trincoll.erecruitinq.com to get
continued postings for full and part time job
opportunities throughout the spring and
summer. New employers and postings, are
being added daily!
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Baseball Team Looks Good
As They Sweep Middlebury
WILL YANG
SPORTS WRITER
This past week the Trinity
baseball team faced some of their
stiffest competition. The team's
first challenge was up at Amherst
College, where the team not only
combated the Lord Jeffs, but also
the brutal cold. Amherst is one of
the top teams in the NESCAC
West and could see Trinity later
on in the playoffs. After the game,
one Amherst player said, "These
guys can really hit, their lineup
has almost no weaknesses and a
few of the guys really smashed
the ball". Trinity played nearly
seven innings of perfect baseball
and built up a seven to one lead.
Late in the game, an Amherst
homerun made the game slightly
more competitive, but Trinity
proved to be too much for
Amherst. This weekend, the
Bantams relied on great pitching
and their usual big bats. On
Sunday, the team faced
Middlebury, and was able to
defeat them in both games of their
double-header.
Jayme Dorr led the way with
two homeruns for the day includ-
ing a grand slam in the first
seven-inning game. The two vic-
torief':imfrbVe?sMirity!sBi'e'c6rd to
16-7 keeping them top 3 in New
England rankings, and 29th in
national rankings. Middlebury
fell to 11-7-1. Right-hander
Kevin Tidmarsh pitched all seven
innings of the early game, giving
up seven hits for two runs while
improving his record to 6-0. He
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Several Bantams "went yard" on Sunday.
had plenty of hitting support, as
the Bantams recorded six runs
with Dorr going 3 for 4 including
his slam, and Eric Shattenkirk
batting 2 for 3 with his homerun.
The second game featured
strong pitching from Mark
Tremblay who completed five
innings in the win which
improved his record to 2-2.
The hitting improved in the
afternoon sun, as the Bantams
reeled off three straight homeruns
in the third inning by Jeff Natale,
Dorr, and co-captain Kurt
Piantek. Piantek went 3-3 with 2
RBIs and hit his team-high 10th
homer of the season. He is hitting
just under .570 for the season.
Next weekend will be a busy
one for the squad, which has high
hopes heading into the NESCAC
championships. They will be at
Bates on Friday and Saturday,
including two games on
Saturday; then will head to
Wesleyan on Sunday for another
double-header. Co-captain Jayme
Dorr stressed, "Bates is /
rmp«a!r^Hps»ffl^
need to perform well against them
to solidify our spot in the
NESCAC Championship," also
saying that the upcoming week
would be important to gain
momentum, "and give our pitch-
ers a few more innings before the
championships."
Men's Lacrosse Ends Season
With League Loss to Bowdoin
JEFF RHOADES
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Men's lacrosse
team's season came to a disap-
pointing end on Saturday in their
fourth straight loss this past
weekend. Their game on
Saturday against Bowdoin, which
was serving essentially as a
NESCAC tournament play-in
game, ended close at 11-8. The
Bantams finish the season with a
5-8 overall record, and a 2-7 mark
against NESCAC teams. The
Bowdoin Polar Bears close the
regular season at 7-8 overall, 4-5
in the NESCAC league, Due to
this loss, Trinity will not be
offered a bid into the tournament.
The Polar Bears, who snapped a
two-game losing streak to win
this game, will be playing in the
tournament during the first round
at Tufts this coming week.
After one quarter of play the
Bantams were in the midst of a
tough game, tied at two apiece.
During the beginning of the sec-
ond quarter, the Polar Bears
exploded offensively, scoring 4
straight to take the 6-2 lead
approaching the half.
Trinity senior tri-captain Ravi
Pillay was able to net two late in
the quarter to help the Bantams
close the gap on the lead and end
the half 7-4. During the third
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Men's lacrosse had a disappointing end to their year.
quarter, Bantam freshman mid-
fielder Coly Smith was able to
score twice within a span of five
minutes, including one goal with
2.3 second left, to bring the score
to 8-6 going into the fourth quar-
ter.
Coming out of the huddle in
the fourth, the Bantams had fire
in their bellies. Pillay was able to
net one to start the forth, and at
the 8:27 mark, freshman mid-
fielder Nick Petri scored as well,
brining the tally to a tie score at 8-
8. This tie was short-lived how-
ever, as the Polar Bears struck
back in an assist from downfield,
making the score 9-8 and stop-
ping the Bantams' momentum.
This goal proved to be the game
winner, as Trinity was unable to
answer back.
Pillay led the Bantams, with
three goals and one assist, fol-
lowed by Smith, who netted two.
Junior attackman James Skiff was
also a large contributor, with one
goals and one assist. Bantam
goalie Geoff Shaw had 11 saves
in net.
The Bantams may have had a
difficult season, but they have
show that they have the talent to
play with any team in the
NESCAC. Although it will be
lough with the loss of the seniors
on the team, the Bantams have
the skills and desire to the fight
hard. Expect to see big things





The Trinity College Men's
tennis team, coached by Robert
Hallagan, wrapped up another
successful season last weekend at
Middlebury College. This is
Hallagan's second season as the
head men's tennis coach at Trinity
College.
Last season, the Bantams
posted a 12-4 overall record and
qualified for their fourth consecu-
tive NCAA Division III
Championship Tournament.
Junior tri-captain Scott Levy
won two out of three matches to
finish as the runner-up in the No.
4 singles flight, leading the
Trinity College Bantams to a fifth
place finish in the NESCAC
Tennis Championships. Trinity
junior tri-captain Richard
Lawrence and freshman Jonathan
Hart also won two out of three
matches to finish as the No. 1
doubles runners-up.
Levy, who posted both of his
singles wins in straight sets, also
teamed with freshman Jimmie
Ames to earn points for the
Bantams by reaching the semifi-
nals of the No. 2 doubles flight.
Trinity finished 2.5 points behind
match against the visiting
Williams College Ephs, the match
showed Trinity's ability to play
with the best.
Trinity, who was previously
ranked No. 6 in the Northeast and
No. 23 in the nation, fell to 9-4
while the Ephs, ranked No. 1 in
the Northeast and in the nation,
improved to 10-3.
For the season, the freshmen
were a pleasant surprise with Hart
and Ames posting 11-2 records,
respectively. The upperclassmen
also did their part with Lawrence,
Levy and junior Csaba Godry
each striking up seven victories
apiece.
For doubles Levy and
Lawrence dominated their com-
petition with a 10-2 record. Even
though this year's team had a few
less wins than last year's, the sea-
son is still being looked upon as a
success.
With a young group of core
players, the future of Trinity tenr
nis looks very bright. The team
showed a lot of character coming
back after losing to Williams to
place top five in the NESCAC's.
Practically the wholeJ'(eam,js
returning, only Frederick Lovejoy
and Cliff Stevens are graduating.
In addition, the team has several
ahead of sixth place Wesleyan as
a team.
Trinity had to rebound from a
tough loss on April 19, to
Williams. The match had plenty
of highlights as Lawrence and
Hart won thrilling victories in
three sets at the No. 1 and No. 2
singles positions.
Even though the Bantams
ended up dropping a tough 5-2
contribute next year as well. With
all this talent returning, the team ^
is optimistic that next year will bê *̂""*""
very successful. A very s^t#»fflor
class is steppingJ-up
i#ro fill the
holes left by'lffe" seniors. And with
their leadership, you can be sure
that the Bantams are going to be




Men's tennis had a strong season and finished the
season fifth in the NESCAC after league tournament
